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ABSTRACT
Performance consequences have been long established when humans multitask. This
research concerns the impact of distraction on the attentional shifts during a task that underlies
many cognitive processes and everyday tasks, searching for a target item among non-target items
(e.g., scanning the road for potential collisions). There is evidence that increasing the mental
workload by introducing additional tasks influences our ability to search our environment or
interferes with processing fixated information. In the current studies, I aimed to evaluate the
changes in gaze behaviors during visual search to evaluate how multitasking impairs our
attentional processes. Participants completed a visual search task (search for a target T among
distractor L’s) while wearing a heads-up display (Google Glass) which displays an unrelated
word during the dual task condition, while the control condition required participants to complete
the search task without distraction. The changes in oculomotor behavior were observed in four
experiments: (1) evaluating general oculomotor behavior during distraction, (2) masking the
display onset of the secondary information during an eye movement to reduce the possibility of
distraction from the word appearing, (3) removing any occlusion of stimuli from the heads-up
display by having no visual overlap of the two tasks, and (4) evaluating whether oculomotor
behaviors were similar to previous results when the nature of the distracting task changes in
sensory modality. Participants typically took longer to respond when distracted, except for when
the word onset was masked and the word was present auditorily. Oculomotor results indicated an
increase in fixation durations (occasionally for the initial saccade latency as well) and a reduction
of target fixations when participants were distracted by secondary information. These results
suggest that secondary visual information can impact how humans search their environment in a
fashion which increases their time to respond and impacts selective visual processing.
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION TO DUAL TASK COSTS AND VISUAL
ATTENTION
Researchers have attempted to explain why and when multitasking can lead to costs in
information processing. We can attempt to isolate mechanisms (e.g., central bottleneck,
structural, working memory capacity, or attentional window) that cause multitasking, and
determine them to be detrimental to information processing. However, as tasks become more
complex, it becomes difficult to isolate the underlying mechanisms to blame for the performance
costs seen in every day multitasking. Within this body of work, I will be evaluating the
underlying attentional mechanisms by which time-sharing two inputs results in human
performance costs.
Previous research suggests that a central bottleneck at the response selection phase was to
blame for dual task performance costs (Fagot & Pashler, 1992; Pashler, 1992, 1994). However,
further work has indicated our limitations are more likely due to shared limited capacity for
multiple inputs, and secondary information competes with primary information for processing
resources. These theories are based on the metric of time to respond during a task. Response
times inform us that a cost exists, but not necessarily why, which is important for understanding
decrements in applied contexts. We are able to evaluate other behavioral decrements which may
inform what is happening at the mechanistic level, such as eye movements. Oculomotor behavior
also allows us to evaluate what may be occurring in the context of overt attention (Kramer &
McCarley, 2003). For example, within a driving task, a fixation to a target object does not ensure
object processing, which suggests impaired visual processing (McCarley et al., 2004; Strayer &
Drews, 2007). Additionally, presenting secondary information causes observers to restrict their
gaze towards the center of a display or roadway (Gaspar et al., 2016; Reyes & Lee, 2008). These
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studies demonstrate inattention and changes in gaze patterns, but the applied context of previous
studies makes it difficult to infer the underlying mechanisms for visual distraction in
multitasking.
To address this difficulty, I will use a controlled laboratory context to evaluate the ways
in which secondary information affects oculomotor behavior during visual search. Eye
movements can be evaluated to understand how secondary information impairs attentional
processes on a moment-by- moment basis. Based on previous work involving processing multiple
streams of information, predictions can be made about whether participants process information
one stream at a time (serially) or simultaneously (in parallel). A serial switching between tasks
requires minimal or no time sharing of the cognitive processes involved in the analysis of the
inputs, resulting in a delay in response, but no interference of processing (Kerr, 1973).
Alternatively, parallel processing could also incur a delay, but there can be additional decrements
in performance, such as increased errors or missed information (Kerr, 1973). However, these
assumptions have been assessed using response times. Therefore, I will evaluate whether these
theories of information processing are represented in oculomotor behavior. Additionally, I will
evaluate centralization of search without the task demands of an applied paradigm (such as
confounds in a driving task). This approach will inform us as to whether distraction limits the
deployment of selective attention or is rather a symptom of the primary task. Understanding
saccadic behavior during multitasking may inform future models of distraction and human
factors research (Kramer & McCarley, 2003).
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An Introduction to Dual task Research
Attempts to explain why performance costs occur when people are engaged in multiple
tasks have resulted in several theories, such as a centralized bottleneck and limited processing
capacity. I will review these theories as generalized background for multitasking costs and their
underlying mechanisms.

Central Bottleneck
When a participant responds to two stimuli or tasks, there is typically a delay in the
response to the second task. Initial research indicated a central mechanism which processes and
responds to the initial information before switching to the second task (Welford, 1952, 1967).
The concept of a limited central mechanism represents a singular bottleneck of information
processing. This model comes from a literature which has relied on the psychological refractory
period (PRP) paradigm to parse out the time course of switching between processing and
responding for two tasks (Davis, 1956; Pashler, 1984, 1992; Smith, 1967; Welford, 1952). This
experimental procedure relies on presenting two asynchronous tasks with varying stimulus onset
asynchronies (see Figure 1a). The conclusion in the PRP literature is that two tasks competing
for processing in a narrow temporal window will result in a dual task cost. However, a long
enough space between tasks will mitigate the time-sharing cost, as the central processor, will be
available after a time delay (see Figure 1) (Davis, 1956; Pashler, 1984; Welford, 1967). The
model suggests that when two tasks are temporally disparate enough, participants can begin
processing one task and then promptly shift to the second task. When participants have limited
time to switch between tasks, there tends to be interference effects for the second task.
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Figure 1. Model and Data Illustrating the PRP
(a) Standard psychological refractory period paradigm (b) Response times for the second task as
a function of the interval between the first task and the second task. Figure taken from Pashler,
1992.

A central processing mechanism was thought to be the source of interference because the
time to respond to the first task, independent of secondary task interval, was equivalent to the
time to respond to a single task (Welford, 1952). The term ‘central processes’ is vague, and was
only described broadly as dealing with input and planning a response (Welford, 1952). Further
research has been conducted to parse out the stages and mechanisms impacted by the initial task.
This can be simplified, as the sequence of cognitive processes can be conceptualized as
perceptual, response selection, and response production (See Figure 2; Sternberg, 1969). The
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general consensus is that response selection is the bottleneck for response delays, and not
perception or response execution (Fagot & Pashler, 1992; Pashler, 1992; Welford, 1967).

Figure 2. General Predicted Order of Processes In The PRP Methodology
Figure taken from Pashler, 1992.

To rule out a bottleneck of perceptual processing, Pashler (1984) pitted three hypotheses
against each other: delaying the start of a stage, slowing the progression of a stage, and a delay
between stage 1 and 2. Pashler (1984) postulated that, if perceptual processes are slowed by dual
tasks, then changes in the visual difficulty (contrast or set size) of the secondary task will lead to
greater decrements in response time for dual task compared to single-task conditions.
Alternatively, if increased visual difficulty does not lead to greater costs in dual task than in
single task conditions, it would suggest that perceptual processes can occur in parallel with the
central response selection processes (Pashler, 1984). Support was found for the latter
interpretation.
Regarding response execution, two distinct stimuli elicit a refractory period regardless of
whether or not the motor responses to the two stimuli are similar, suggesting that the refractory
5

period is not related to the motor execution of the response (Davis, 1956; Welford, 1952). In
further support of the conclusion against interference in response execution, manipulating the
difficulty or modality of the response for the primary task had little impact on response
production of the secondary task (Kantowitz & Knight, 1976; Pashler & Christian, 1994). Even
though the first task response could take longer to execute, the difficulty of the first task had
minimal influence on the second task’s response times (however, there were response modality
effects) (Pashler & Christian, 1994).
The stimuli and tasks utilized to evaluate the PRP effect are simple and somewhat
unrepresentative of what someone might encounter in the real world. The simplified
methodology serves a purpose in understanding the underlying mechanism resulting in dual task
costs, and has repeatedly indicated the response selection stage as the bottleneck. However,
sustained visual attention performance was impaired by generating words based on stimuli, but
was not impaired for shadowing or listening to words. This suggests that multitasking
performance is impaired not at the response selection stage, but at some other central bottleneck
(Kunar, Carter, Cohen, & Horowitz, 2008). Researchers might speculate that the bottleneck is
not completely tied to responding, especially as tasks become increasingly complex. Critically,
the explanation of dual task costs as a central processing limitation is simplistic; this does not
speak to the precise reason why performance decrements occur. Previous research has
demonstrated that distracting secondary information that does not require a response can still
induce performance costs (Lewis & Neider, 2016). Other research has addressed the central
processing limitations from a perspective of capacity and effort, as opposed to which stage is
responsible for simple RT costs.
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Limited Capacity
Another conceptualization of dual task costs is that humans have a limited capacity to
process multiple inputs as opposed to a finite amount of attentional or cognitive capacity to deal
with information. The core distinction between a bottleneck and resource model is the concept of
capacity; a bottleneck is a dichotic representation of processing (i.e., information moves through
the filter or it does not) and resources can be allocated to information in a gradient fashion
(Gopher, 1986). Resources are conceptualized as an abstract quantity of attention or effort to be
dedicated to processing information. When presented with multiple inputs, participants exhaust
this general mental resource, resulting in impairments to performance. The concept of a resource
is abstract, as it is not directly measurable or observable. In more concrete neurophysiological
terms, one might speculate that humans are limited in the amount of neural activity which can
occur simultaneously due to the metabolic cost of activation, which supports the premise that
humans have limited mental resources for processing information (Carrasco, 2011; Johnson &
Proctor, 2004; Lennie, 2003).
The resource model originally suggested that humans have a single, central, and limited
capacities for processing information; attention is allocated based on a variety of factors such as
arousal or task demands, and interference will occur even when the information is independent
of perceiving or responding (Kahneman, 1973; Moray, 1967). This was a shift away from stage
models which could not account for differences in performance related to time-sharing of
cognitive processes (Kantowitz & Knight, 1976; Wickens, 1976). The required processing
underlying two tasks affects relative performance, and can render certain pairings to mimic the
patterns predicted by a serial stage model (Kantowitz & Knight, 1976). A certain amount of
effort can be made available to tasks, but is dependent on other factors, such as task demands or
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level of arousal (Kahneman, 1973). The allocation of processing effort occurs in a closed loop,
and is based on performance and perceived task demands (Kahneman, 1973; Moray, 1967;
Norman & Bobrow, 1975). Costs will only be observed if each process is intensive enough to
deplete or exhaust the shared resource (Norman & Bobrow, 1975).
The resource model makes an assumption about multiple information streams: paired
input formats are relatively unimportant as the amount of effort is central. Researchers have
found data suggesting this to be untrue. For example, various pairings of a tracking task and
three keyboard tasks demonstrated the largest decrements in task pairings occurred when the
tasks match in processing demands, such that tracking/tracking and any keyboard/keyboard task
pairings showed the highest decrements (North, 1977). Norman and Bobrow (1975) warned that
a failure of different- modality tasks to induce a uniform cost does not imply absolute
independence of processing between the task modalities. Insensitivity to the difficulty of one or
both tasks may be explained by individual structures having separate resources (Wickens, 1980,
1981). This conceptualization of individual processing capacity for different aspects of cognitive
function is known as multiple resource theory (Navon & Gopher, 1980; Wickens, 1981).
Initially, multiple resource theory included multiple capacities separated by modalities for initial
encoding and the response (Wickens, 1980). Wickens (2002, 2008) eventually classified the
level of task interference as dependent on shared cognitive processing in four dimensions:
information modality, central versus peripheral vision (visual channels), visual/spatial or verbal
processes (processing codes), and response type (See Figure 3 for a visual model). Breaking
down a task by assumed mechanisms was mean.t to describe and predict when costs in shared
processing would occur. The mechanisms represent individualized resource pools of attention.
Separate resources indicate a reduction in interference, but not necessarily isolation, as common
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processes will need to be shared, such as working or short term memory (North, 1977; Wickens,
2002). The dimensions were established because (1) it was reasonable to assume processing was
separated based on neurophysiology, (2) the mechanism isolation explained much of the variance
seen in time sharing in previous dual task work, and (3) the separate processes were easily
translatable into applied contexts for design considerations (Wickens, 2006, 2008). Interestingly,
an interpretation of the central bottleneck theory in which the bottleneck occurs in response
execution fits within the current multiple resources model, as response modality is a factor in
determining resource limitations (Wickens, 2008).

Figure 3. Multiple Resource Model
A representation of the different dimensions which affect overlap or separation of resources
Figure taken from Wickens, 2008.
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While the resource model is intuitive, both versions of the resource theory are vague and
unfalsifiable. The multiple resource model exhibits too much freedom and power in explaining
patterns of behavior; the model can be made to fit any outcome (Hancock, Oron-Gilad, &
Szalma, 2006; Kantowitz, 1987). However, what can be extracted from this literature is
continued clear evidence that it is difficult to time-share multiple inputs, and that varying
stimulus modalities or channels can reduce these costs. The parsimony of resource theory is
useful and lends itself in understanding our limited and flexible ability to process information,
and can be informative in user based designs. These conclusions can inform experiments
assessing dual task conditions akin to real world circumstances.

Vision and Dual Tasking
Independent from resource theory assumptions, research has repeatedly shown
performance decrements in dual task paradigms in the real world. Two dominant applied
contexts demonstrating such costs are walking (e.g., Bock & Beurskens, 2011; Holtzer et al.,
2011; Neider et al., 2011; Neider, McCarley, Crowell, Kaczmarski, & Kramer, 2010) and driving
(e.g., Caird, Willness, Steel, & Scialfa, 2008; Drews, Yazdani, Godfrey, Cooper, & Strayer,
2009; He, Choi, McCarley, Chaparro, & Wang, 2015; Strayer & Drews, 2007; Strayer & Fisher,
2015). A cost in processing a secondary input typically manifests as either an increased time to
respond to information (e.g., delay in braking, increase in time to cross the road) or an error in
performance (e.g., failing to see a pedestrian or a car). While these types of studies inform us
about the performance limitations that occur when an individual is distracted, the results do not
lend themselves to a clear interpretation of the underlying causes of attentional decrements
which lead to these costs. It is difficult to determine which cognitive process results in
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performance decrement, in part, due to the complexity the applied tasks typically used. Strayer
and Fisher (2015) created the SPIDER model to describe the aspects of cognition that suffer
from attentional decrements while driving distracted: Scanning, prediction of threats and
information, identification of items, decision making of actions in responses or maneuvers, and
execution of a response such as braking. Such a framework illustrates the major
cognitive/attentional processes which suffer during distraction. A key aspect of driving (or any
navigation within the environment or task requiring visual processing) is visual scanning (Strayer
& Fisher, 2015); visual search is the most basic of the cognitive processes in the SPIDER model
and underlies most other aspects of this framework. Evaluating search behavior would allow for
isolation of visual processing independent of other cognitive processes, as it does not require the
retrieval and maintenance common to change detection tasks (Levin & Baker, 2015) and driving
tasks. Underlying search processes is the nebulous theory of attention, a complex construct in
which particular information is prioritized over inhibited visual input (Carrasco, 2011). If the
visual and cognitive systems underlying attention are competing for processing power (Ringer,
Throneburg, Johnson, Kramer, & Loschky, 2016), then evaluating the selection of information
may provide insight regarding costs during distraction. As such, understanding the effect of a
secondary task on attentional processing appears key to understanding the mechanisms
underlying distraction costs.

Distracted Visual Processing
In previous work, a secondary cognitive task requiring the manipulation of information
during visual search resulted in steeper search slopes (changes in response times based on the
number of items in the search array), but maintenance of information did not incur similar costs,
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suggesting that impaired attentional processing is related to a taxed working memory function
(Han & Kim, 2004). Increased cognitive workload can reduce the fidelity of peripheral vision,
known as the useful field of view (UFOV), within basic laboratory settings and the driving
context (Ball, Beard, Roenker, Miller, & Griggs, 1988; Gaspar et al., 2016). These conclusions
are based on manual responses, but oculomotor behavior can also provide insights into
attentional processes (Kramer & McCarley, 2003), and changes in search behaviors may
therefore be informative regarding attentional mechanisms (He, Becic, Lee, & McCarley, 2011)
Distracted drivers tend to constrict their gaze towards their central line of vision, while
neglecting the periphery and in-vehicle instrumentation (e.g., Cooper, Medeiros-Ward, &
Strayer, 2013; He, Becic, Lee, & McCarley, 2011; Recarte & Nunes, 2000). While it may be
intuitive to infer that the reduction in the attentional breadth while the observer searches results
in decrements to visual performance (i.e., detection or discrimination of stimuli), impairments
seem to be uniform across the visual field (Recarte & Nunes, 2003). That is, the impact of a
secondary cognitive load interferes across eccentricities uniformly, an effect that is typically
referred to as general interference (Gaspar et al., 2016; Recarte & Nunes, 2003). Recent research
has found that after adjusting for individual peripheral contrast sensitivity a foveal load induces
tunnel vision rather than a uniform decrement in visual processing (Ringer et al., 2016).
However, in support of general visual impairment, research investigating inattention within a
driving context found that participants were able to directly fixate on visual information, but
failed to recall or detect changes in objects (McCarley et al., 2004; Strayer & Drews, 2007).
Similarly, participants are less likely to detect a cyclist when interacting with technology, even
when they are fixating in the general region of the target (Reyes & Lee, 2008). Thus, an
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additional visual or auditory cognitive load may create general interference, or simply
interference for processing fixated information.

Mechanisms for Focal Inattention
Applied research provides two competing explanations of visual distraction costs:
inattentional blindness (Strayer & Drews, 2007; Strayer, Drews, & Johnston, 2003; Strayer &
Johnston, 2001) and change blindness (McCarley et al., 2004). The inattentional blindness
hypothesis suggests that distraction results in degraded attentional processing, which is supported
by research demonstrating that visually distracted participants fixated on road signs, but failed to
recall the fixated items (Strayer et al., 2003). However, inattentional blindness occurs only if a
fixated item is considered to be irrelevant and the participants do not expect to be tested on their
recognition of the item (Mack & Rock, 1998; Rensink, 2000). McCarley et al. (2004) told
participants specifically to look for a change in a traffic scene, and while they might have fixated
on the changing item, they did not detect a change. In other words, the participants were directed
towards a first-order property of the target, which was the presence of a change (Levin & Baker,
2015), but failed to see the item change. The mechanisms underlying change blindness are
different from inattentional blindness, as change detection requires encoding, maintenance, and
retrieval of information to compare current to previous visual input (Rensink, 2000). Change
detection as a paradigm may prove useful for assessing the costs of an inability to encode a
change in a scene, but detecting a change is a single factor within a successful processing of the
environment. Testing for differences in visual attention processing under distraction is
informative for understanding visual inattention, but the previous research was specific to
understanding the ability to detect changes in visual information during distraction. Detecting a
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shift in either status (existence or absence) or an object property (aspect of the object, such as
color) is just one aspect of visual processing; awareness of such an event requires many
underlying processes (Levin & Baker, 2015; Rensink, 2000). Based on these limitations, I will
not implement the change detection paradigm for evaluating inattention during search. Change
detection represents one aspect of visual attention and search. I will evaluate behavior which
underlies change detection performance, visual search.
Both McCarley (2004) and Strayer (2007) provide converging evidence of a failure to
encode visual information, despite the variability of the underlying cognitive processes required
in both tasks. However, it is problematic to assume a lack of visual processing despite fixation,
as well as to conduct no further evaluation of oculomotor behavior beyond the occurrence of
fixations to the target region (e.g., scan paths, fixation duration, and initial saccade latency). In
regards to the former issue, failure to recall a fixated item does not necessarily imply impaired
processing (Levin & Baker, 2015), as there may be memory decay or other factors. Researchers
also cannot assume that there is no implicit processing of a fixated item (Levin & Baker, 2015).
These assumptions are an issue with both inattention and change blindness. As for the latter
issue, a problem with these paradigms is that the variable evaluated was binary: if the participant
fixated on the object, then did they show improved recognition or detect a change? Eye
movements can be too complex to be easily captured by a binary variable. Constraining
inattention to a fixation is an oversimplification of search processes. For example, fixations can
be broken down by associated response, refixations, latency, and relative distance to other items.
Thus, the fixations to road signs may have varied in other ways beyond fixation or no fixation.
McCarley et al. (2004) did include one additional component of fixation duration, but the
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majority of said results were based on the dichotomy of target fixation (fixation or no fixation to
the target).

Current Studies
To address the absence of clear mechanisms that underlie dual task costs, I will
characterize the oculomotor mechanisms underlying distraction costs during visual search. To do
this I will employ a dual task paradigm where the primary task will ask participants to locate a
rotated target “T” among a high number of distractor “L”s. Using a heads-up display (HUD),
participants will be presented with secondary information (a single word) that is unrelated to the
visual search task. After completing both search conditions, participants will complete a
recognition task of the words presented. Participants’ oculomotor behavior will be tracked and
recorded. Based on my review, I am exploring gaze patterns built on three sets of predictions:
serial or parallel processing, concentrated central scanning, and generalized search behavior.
Evidence from eye movements can afford speculations about the response time delays occurring
during distraction for a visual task, and possibly indicate the oculomotor behaviors that result in
failures to process fixated information.
In the following experiments, I will evaluate oculomotor behavior during multitasking
when the secondary information (1) is presented at the start of the trial (Experiment 1), (2) the
secondary information is presented during the first saccade to mask information onset
(Experiment 2), (3) the secondary information is presented in an irrelevant area of the search
display (Experiment 3), and (4) the secondary information is presented auditorily to evaluate
interactions between information processing modality (Experiment 4). The secondary visual task
should increase the time to respond to a target. If the time to respond in the dual task condition
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increases compared to single-task response times, it provides additional support that a secondary
visual input results in performance costs.
Additionally, I can make predictions about search behaviors in three different categories:
serial/delay or parallel/decay processing, constriction of gaze to the center, and generalized
oculomotor behaviors.

Serial (Delay) vs. Parallel (Decay)
Based on the previous literature regarding parallel or serial costs, I can make specific
predictions about oculomotor behavior. Serial or a delay in processing would suggest the
processing of one task prior to engagement in the other (e.g., Pashler, 1992). As a result, I would
expect to see a delay in the deployment of visual processing due to switching serially between
the two tasks. For example, saccade latencies can increase as a result of increased processing
demands at fixation (Findlay, 1997; Gould, 1973), a serial cost would be represented by an
increase in initial saccade latency in the presence of secondary visual information, but no
differences in fixations to the target. If participants are processing the visual input streams
serially, then there would be no loss of fidelity or impairment in processing of visual
information, but simply a delay in processing one of the two tasks. Previous studies have shown
that when participants are shown a distractor item along with a target, the initial saccade latency
to the target is longer compared to trials without a distractor (Godijn & Theeuwes, 2002). While
this does not represent a multi-tasking paradigm, such a finding indicates that distracting
information can increase the initial saccade programming/deployment time.
Decay/Parallel costs would suggest a shared working memory capacity and processing
efforts, thereby hindering visual processing of the visual search task. Hence, I would expect to
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find a decay of the fidelity of visual processing. Therefore, I would expect to see an increase in
fixations, increased refixations to the target, and lower minimum distance of fixations to the
target in the dual task conditions. Increased general fixations and refixations to the target would
possibly occur due to inattention to the fixated area, as indicated in previous research (McCarley
et al., 2004; Strayer & Drews, 2007; Strayer et al., 2003). Distracted participants may be more
likely to return to a previously fixated distractor, or fixate on a target without reaching the
response threshold, and therefore require refixation for a response. As previously discussed, an
increase in working memory load can reduce the fidelity of peripheral vision (Ball et al., 1988;
Gaspar et al., 2016). Therefore, if secondary information interferes concurrently during search
(decay/parallel), I predict that participants will have smaller minimum fixation distance to the
target when presented with two visual inputs. It is also possible that visual interference will lead
to an increase in fixation duration as a compensation strategy. However, previous research in
which participants fixate on an item and fail to encode the information, as well as shortened
fixation durations under dual task conditions (McCarley et al., 2004; Reyes & Lee, 2008; Strayer
& Drews, 2007; Strayer et al., 2003), would suggest that participants may not increase fixation
durations when distracted. Therefore, I expect to find either a delay in the deployment of search
processes (serial) or a decay in visual processing (parallel), as demonstrated by an increase in
fixations/refixations or a decrease in the fixation distance at which targets can be discriminated.

Concentrated Gaze
In driving, eye movements become confined towards the car immediately in front of the
driver, and less towards the mirrors and the periphery (Cooper, Medeiros-Ward, & Strayer, 2013;
He et al., 2011; Recarte & Nunes, 2000). This may be a prioritization to a perceived immediate
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threat, but is not indicative of the mechanisms resulting in costs such as inattention to relevant
items or the increased braking response time that is typically seen. As such, I aim to explore gaze
within a search paradigm in which the task has no implicit or explicit prioritization of particular
regions within the scene. This will allow for the evaluation of whether the increased fixation
density caused by a secondary cognitive load is independent of task demands. My measure of
fixation density will utilize the probability density of fixations by conditions (Ringer et al., 2016;
Steinman, 1965). As such, I will be able to quantitatively evaluate fixation density based on
central fixation. This measure will allow me to evaluate the claim of centralized fixations during
distraction, but in a simple search task as opposed to a complex applied task. If I find no
constriction of gaze towards the center, then previous findings of this oculomotor behavior may
be attributable to the nature of the tasks. However, if I do find that search is more centralized, it
can be inferred that distraction may interfere with attentional deployment by limiting the scope
of search.

General Oculomotor Predictions
Oculomotor behavior can provide insights into attentional processing (Kramer &
McCarley, 2003). I can make a series of predictions about basic gaze behavior: number of
fixations, overall fixation duration, scan paths, fixations to the target, minimum distance of
fixations to the target, search and verification times, and fixation location.

Fixation Rate and Duration.
A basic metric of search behavior is the number of fixations in a trial. If the response time
increases for a trial, it may be likely associated with an increase in the number of fixations. The
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number of fixations is summed continuously as the trial continues. At the end of a trial, the count
restarts. The simple measure of fixation count can be inversely related to the fixation duration.
However, an increase in response times may be a result of an increase in the average length of
fixation duration, as opposed to an increase in number of fixations. To address this possibility, I
will average the length of all fixations within each task to calculate average fixation duration.
Based on previous findings (i.e., McCarley et al., 2004), I expect to find that fixation duration
decreases and fixation count increases in the dual task condition.

Initial Saccade Latency.
I can additionally isolate the fixation duration of the first fixation. I will examine the
duration of the fixation prior to the first saccade in the trial. This will span the onset of the search
array (unless a fixation occurs simultaneously), as well as the fixation cross. If the initial saccade
latency is longer in the dual task condition than in the control condition, this would support a
visual processing cost based on a delay in deployment of search processes (serial processing).
However, if the conditions regarding the initial saccade latency are not significantly different,
this would suggest the cost is occurring later in the trials, such as increased fixations or overall
durations.

Scan Path Ratio.
Scan path ratio is defined as the efficiency with which a participant searches for the target
(Castelhano & Henderson, 2007). The scan path ratio is calculated as the sum of distances
between fixations divided by the most efficient path (see Equation 1). If a search process takes
longer, then an increase in scan path ratio typically occurs (see Figure 4). The search efficiency
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measure is expected to imitate response time and fixation count patterns in terms of the
differences between conditions. The expectation is that if a cost exists, then I will see an increase
in scan path ratio.

∑ (𝑇𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑙 𝑠𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑎𝑑𝑒𝑠)
𝐸𝑢𝑐𝑙𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑎𝑛 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 (𝑓0 , 𝑇𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡)
(1.1)

a

b
Target

Target

𝐹𝑖𝑥𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛0

𝐹𝑖𝑥𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛0

Figure 4. Scan Path Ratio Examples
Lines represent scan paths. (a) Example of efficient path. (b) Example of inefficient path

Target Fixation Rate.
The rate of target fixations will represent the proportion of trials in which the participant
fixates on the target item. Target fixation is defined by whether or not participants make a
fixation within an interest area bounding the edges of the target. For each trial, the participant
will or will not fixate on the target, and the measure of interest is the proportion of trials in which
a target fixation occurred. The critical measure is the proportion of trials in which participants
fixate on the target and do not realize that they have fixated on the target or have already
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programmed their next saccade before a response. This measure is defined by a fixation to the
target, followed by fixation(s) to a non-target location, and a target refixation. Again, this is a
proportion of trials in which a refixation to the target occurs. If inattention to foveated
information occurs due to two visual inputs, I should expect to see more target refixations in the
dual task condition than in the control condition.

Minimum Fixation Distance.
Minimum distance of fixations to the target represents the closest a participant’s gaze
gets to the target at any point in the trial. Again, if foveated information processing was
impaired, then I expect that the minimum distance will be smaller in the dual task conditions if
secondary information interferes with visual processing. This would be a result of a visual
processing decay either in peripheral processing, parafoveally, or even due to general
interference which results in participants needing to fixate closer to discriminate or detect the
target. This measure should demonstrate similar results as target fixation rate. Minimum fixation
distance does not rely on a binary measurement of target fixation. Therefore, this measure
provides further precision in regards the size of the attentional window in each condition.
However, if processing of the primary and secondary information is serial, then I will see no
differences between conditions based on the interference occurring at the beginning of search
and not impact further saccade selection.

Search and Verification Time.
Quantifying search behavior by fixation vs. no fixation limits search behavior to a
dichotomous variable. I can also look at the time it takes to fixate on a target and the time it takes
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to respond to the target. The time prior to the first fixation to the target can be thought of as the
search time (1st target fixation - initialization of search) and the time it takes to respond as
verification time (Manual response - 1st target fixation) (Castelhano & Henderson, 2008; Neider
& Zelinsky, 2011). The verification time may include the time to re-fixate. The verification
process represents the process of deciding that the foveated region or item contains the target
item (Malcolm & Henderson, 2009). If the verification time is longer in the dual task condition,
this will support the interpretation of interference of foveated information (parallel costs).

Search Based on Quadrants.
Finally, I will also evaluate the fixation rates by location. To do so I will split the search
area by quadrants. The secondary information (i.e., the word) has no relevance to the task
regarding the target location. If participants are prioritizing the irrelevant information, I should
see an increase in fixations to the upper right-hand quadrant where the word will appear.

Summary of Predictions
If a delay in deployment of search processes were constrained due to a delay in
processing (serial) of the two information streams, the dual task condition is expected to result in
increased initial saccade latencies and no difference in target fixations. Alternatively, if there is a
decay in the fidelity and processing of visual information (parallel), I predict the oculomotor
behaviors would show: Increased number of fixations, increase in target fixations, a decrease in
the minimum distance of fixations from the target, and an increase in verification time. As for
centralization of search, if distraction inhibits deployment of visual attention then gaze will be
constricted more towards the center. Generally speaking, independent of parallel and serial
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predictions, I expect to see a trade-off in the number of fixations and the duration of fixations. In
the dual task condition, there should be an increase in the scan path ratio. Finally, I expect an
increase in the number of fixations for the upper right-hand quadrant if participants are fixating
on the secondary information.

Overview of Experiments
In a series of four experiments, I will evaluate the underlying mechanisms associated
with costs in visual search under distraction. In order to assess differences in search during
multitasking, I will measure oculomotor behavior during a visual search task with a simultaneous
presentation of secondary information.
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CHAPTER TWO: EXPERIMENT 1
In the first experiment, I explored how an irrelevant secondary visual input impacts
deployment of attentional processes. The methodology utilized in this experiment was similar to
previously published work (Lewis & Neider, 2016), however, I used a within subjects design in
order to evaluate changes in an individual’s search behavior.
There were two conditions: control and dual task. For the control condition trials,
participants only searched for a target letter among distractors. In the dual task condition trials,
simultaneous with the onset of the search display, a word was presented on a heads-up display
(Google Glass). Participants were instructed to ignore the word, as it was unimportant to the
visual search task.

Method
Participants
Twenty-two undergraduate students from the University of Central Florida participated
for class credit. The number of subjects was selected based on Lewis & Neider, 2016, but the
sample size was increased due to the additional oculomotor measures. The participants were
screened for normal or corrected-to-normal vision, using Snellen charts and Ishihara plates.

Apparatus and Stimuli
Search displays were presented on a 14-inch monitor (48 cm × 30 cm) with a screen
resolution of 1680 ×1050 and a refresh rate of 100 Hz. The experiment stimuli were created in
Matlab and Psychtoolbox. The program was designed and executed on an SR Research Eyelink
1000 eye tracking system. The Eyelink 1000 samples at a rate of 1000hz and determines
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fixations/saccades with the following threshold parameters: 0.15° displacement, 30°/s velocity
and 8,000°/s2 acceleration. Head position was maintained using a table-mounted chin rest at
approximately 58 cm from the display screen.
In the primary task, participants searched for a target letter “T” among distractors “L”
(.72˚ visual angle). There were either 50 or 80 items in the search array. The distractor items
were altered to make them more difficult to distinguish from the target letter. This was
accomplished by offsetting the 90° juncture of the two lines, which created two junctures as seen
in the target letter while still maintaining the identity of the distractor (see Figure 5). Participants
had ample time to search for the target (60 seconds). As was done in previous work (Lewis &
Neider, 2016), participants responded to the orientation of the target (either tilted to the right or
left by 90°) by pressing either “Q” or “P” on the keyboard. For the control condition, this is the
only task that each participant was asked to complete. The primary task’s visual search displays
were generated prior to the study and sorted into two sets. The order in which participants saw
the two display sets were counterbalanced. This order was based on whether or not the subject
number is even or odd. This will balance the randomization of the target location.

Figure 5. Stimuli Examples
Examples of the distractor and target item (not to scale).

In the dual task condition, simultaneous with the onset of the search display, a word was
presented on a heads-up display (Google Glass), see Figure 6 for an example of a display.
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Participants received instructions stating the information presented on the Google Glass was
irrelevant and the word was unimportant to the visual search task. The word remained on the
screen for a brief amount of time (2 seconds). Based on prior work using a similar paradigm
(Lewis & Neider, 2016), the combination of similarity between the target and distractors along
with large set sizes, should ensure that the search task would not be completed prior to the offset
of the secondary word stimulus. Secondary task words were obtained from the MRC
Psycholinguistic Database (Coltheart, 1981). The criteria were syllables of three or fewer, and
frequency range of 15–100 in the English language. These words were also utilized for the
surprise recognition task.

Figure 6. Example Display Screen
An example of the task in the dual task condition. Figure taken from Lewis & Neider, 2016. The
grey box represents the Google Glass display screen and the word in an example of the irrelevant
secondary stimuli (not to scale).
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For the recognition task, half of the words were presented during dual task and the other
half were new words selected with the same criteria as the original word set (30 words old/new)
(Jones, Jacoby, & Gellis, 2001). The word was presented for 1500 milliseconds and then
replaced by 6 asterisks as a cue to respond. Participants had to respond only when the asterisks
were present. If they did not, they received a warning for not responding (‘Too Slow’) to
encourage responses on every trial.

Design
I used a repeated measures factorial design. Participants completed both a control and
dual task series of trials. There were 60 trials in each condition (single and dual task).
Participants completed the single task prior to the dual task condition. The reason for this was to
allow participants to become more comfortable to the primary task, thus any differences as a
result of the secondary information was not attributable to less experience with the primary task.
Participants also completed 30 practice trials without secondary information to become
familiarized with the visual search task. Within each of these blocks, there was two different set
sizes (50 and 80).

Procedure
Participants were provided with informed consent and then were screened for normal
vision (Snellen chart for near and far vision, Ishihara plates for color vision). Participants were
taken to the eye tracker where they would read instructions regarding the task. Once they
reviewed the instructions to their satisfaction, they underwent a 9-point calibration. Each trial
began with a fixation cross for 1000 ms. Participants were instructed to maintain central fixation
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during this period. Next, the search display and the secondary information (dual task condition
only) appeared for the participant. After the trial timed out, or the participant responded, the
display was blank until the beginning of the next trial sequence (1000 ms).
After completing the dual task condition, participants were asked to return the Google
Glass to the experimenter. Participants then viewed instructions about the surprise recognition
task regarding the words presented during the dual task condition. I measured their recognition
to evaluate if there had been any processing of the word (Jones et al., 2001). Participants were
able to practice this task for 16 trials.

Results
The key comparison in this study was the difference in performance measures between
the control and dual task conditions, primarily for the oculomotor measures. Participants had an
extended period to find the target (60 seconds), which resulted in the accuracy measure having
ceiling level performance (~97%). Outliers were only removed based on the Response Time
(RT) measure if they are more than three standard deviations from the mean. No participants in
Experiment 1 were removed due to their RT. Participants who wore glasses were excluded due to
the issue of occlusion of the secondary information on the Google Glass (N = 5 removed). For all
analyses (except for the error analysis), trials with an incorrect response or a failure to respond
were excluded. Analyses utilized a repeated measures, 2 (set size) by 2 (condition) ANOVA. The
exception being the quadrant based analyses utilized a repeated measures, 2 (set size) by 2
(condition) by 4 (quadrant) ANOVA. Any pairwise comparisons utilized the Bonferroni
correction.
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Errors
Visual search response errors were evaluated for differences between the single and dual
task conditions and set size. Errors as a function of set size of search stimuli and condition are
shown in Figure 7. Error rate significantly varied as a function of set size, F(1, 16) = 7.46, p =
.015, partial η² = .318. There was no effect of condition for errors, F(1, 16) = 1.84, p = .193,
partial η² = .103. No significant interaction occurred between the set size and condition factors,
F(1, 16) = 0.49, p = .493, partial η² = .030. The significant effect of set size on errors in not
surprising given the robust effects of set size seen in the visual search literature (Wolfe, 1994).
There is a slight decrease in accuracy occurred for the higher set size. Given the long search time
in both conditions, it is not surprising to see ceiling level accuracy.

Figure 7. Experiment 1: Error Rate
Error rate as a function of set size and condition, error bars are standard error of the mean.
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Response Times (RT)
I predicted RT would demonstrate a difference based on the dual task condition
compared to the control condition. RT as a function of set size of search stimuli and condition
are shown in Figure 8. There was a significant effect of set size for RT, F(1, 16) = 56.92, p <
.001, partial η² = .237. There was also a main effect of condition on RT, F(1, 16) = 4.98, p =
.040, partial η² = .781. No significant interaction occurred between the set size and condition
factors for RT, F(1, 16) < 0.01, p = .949, partial η² = .000. There was a cost for dual task trials
as compared to control trials, replicating previous findings (Lewis & Neider, 2016).

Figure 8. Experiment 1: Response Times
Response times as a function of set size and condition, error bars are standard error of the mean.
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Recognition Performance
Based on previous research, I predicted that recognition performance to be above chance
(Lewis & Neider, 2015). For this measure, I utilized a one-sample t-test to assess if participants’
performance was above 50% (M = 0.57, SD = 0.13), t(1, 16) = 2.13, p = .049. Participants could
recognize the previously seen words from new words in the recognition task, suggesting there
was processing for the distracting words.

Oculomotor Behavior
In attempt to characterize the processing occurring during distracted visual search, I
assessed a variety of oculomotor measures, including number of fixations, fixation duration,
initial saccade latency, search efficiency, target fixations, target refixations, search time,
verification time, fixation density, and fixation location based on display quadrant. Oculomotor
measures were only assessed for trials in which the correct response was made. Due to an
experimenter error, one participant’s data was removed for the oculomotor behavior analyses.

Fixation Rate
Since I found an increase in RT, I would have expected to find an increase in the rate of
fixation. The fixation rate (average number of fixations) as a function of condition and set size
are shown in Figure 9. There was a significant effect of set size for fixation rate, F(1, 15) =
44.04, p < .001, partial η² = .746. There was no significant effect of condition for fixation rate,
F(1, 15) = 0.829, p = .377, partial η² = .052. No significant interaction occurred between the set
size and condition factors for fixation rate, F(1, 15) = 0.44, p = .836, partial η² = .003.
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Figure 9. Experiment 1: Average Fixation Rate
Average fixation rate as a function of set size and condition, error bars are standard error of the
mean.

Fixation Durations
Another expected pattern which can additionally account for the longer RT is an increase
in the duration of the fixations. The fixation duration (average duration of fixations) as a function
of condition and set size are shown in Figure 10Figure 9. There was a main effect of set size for
fixation durations, F(1, 15) =34.83, p < .001, partial η² = .699. There was a main effect of
condition for fixation durations, F(1, 15) = 17.41, p = .001, partial η² = .537. No significant
interaction occurred between the set size and condition factors for fixation durations, F(1, 15) =
4.33, p = .055, partial η² = .224. Given the large effect size and the non-significant interaction,
it’s possible that such an interaction would occur with a larger sample size. As such, I would
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interpret this interaction as the increase in fixation durations under the dual task condition would
be reduced for the larger set size.

Figure 10. Experiment 1: Fixation Durations
Fixation duration as a function of set size and condition, error bars are standard error of the
mean.

Initial Saccade Latency
The comparative measure of attentional deployment is the initial saccade latency, which
measures the time to initiate search processing after the search display was presented. See Figure
11 for initial saccade latency as a function of set size and condition. There was no significant
effect for set size for initial saccade latency, F(1, 15) = 1.78, p = .202, partial η² = .106. There
was no significant effect for condition for initial saccade latency, F(1, 15) = 0.33, p = .572,
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partial η² = .022. There was no significant interaction between set size and condition for initial
saccade latency, F(1, 15) = 0.69, p = .421, partial η² = .044. Again, given the large effect size
and the non-significant effect for condition, some speculation can be made regarding the
influence of condition on initial saccade latency. A larger sample may find an increase in initial
saccade latencies for the dual task condition.

Figure 11. Experiment 1: Initial Saccade Latency
Initial saccade latency as a function of set size and condition, error bars are standard error of the
mean.

Scan Path Ratio
Typically, when participants demonstrate a change in their RT behavior, this is paralleled
by an increase in the scan path ratio which measures search inefficiency. The scan path ratio as a
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function of condition and set size are shown in Figure 12. There was a significant effect of set
size for scan path ratio, F(1, 15) = 30.25, p < .001, partial η² = .668. There was no significant
effect of condition for scan path ratio, F(1, 15) = 0.60, p = .449, partial η² = .039. No significant
interaction occurred between the set size and condition factors for scan path ratio, F(1, 15) <
0.01, p = .964, partial η² = .000. The lack of an effect of condition on scan path ratio was
surprising given an increase in RT. However, the increase in fixation duration may inform us as
to what is occurring mechanistically.

Figure 12. Experiment 1: Scan Path Ratio
Scan path ratio as a function of set size and condition, error bars are standard error of the mean.
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Target Fixation Rate
If the attentional window could be impacted by a secondary visual distractor, then I
expected to find difference in target fixation rate as a function of condition. The target fixation
rate (average number of trials with fixations to the target) as a function of condition and set size
are shown in Figure 13. There was no effect of set size for target fixation rate, F(1, 15) = 3.58, p
= .078, partial η² = .193. There was a main effect of condition for target fixation rate, F(1, 15) =
8.83, p = .010, partial η² = .370. No significant interaction occurred between the set size and
condition factors for target fixation rate, F(1, 15) = 0.36, p = .558, partial η² = .023. The large
effect size, along with the non-significant effect for set size suggests there may be an increase in
target fixation rate at higher set sizes, but the sample size was too small to detect a difference.
The decrease in target fixation for the dual task condition was surprising. The secondary visual
information should have interfered with the visual process either by narrowing the attentional
window or generally interfered for information at fixation. The respective patterns would have
predicted no difference in the condition or increased the number of target fixation for the dual
task condition.
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Figure 13. Experiment 1: Target Fixation Rate
Target fixation rate as a function of set size and condition, error bars are standard error of the
mean.

Participants may also have fixated on the target, and due to inattention, experienced a
failure to respond to the target. Before responding, participants in this measure needed to have
fixated on the target, fixated away from the target, and subsequently fixated on the target. The
target refixation rate (proportion of trials with a target refixation) as a function of condition and
set size are shown in Figure 14. There was an effect of set size for target refixations, F(1, 15) =
7.17, p = .017, partial η² = .323 There was no significant effect of condition for target
refixations, F(1, 15) = 3.62, p = .076, partial η² = .252. No significant interaction occurred
between the set size and condition factors for target refixations, F(1, 15) = 2.48, p = .136, partial
η² = .142. There was no effect of condition or interaction for target refixations, but the effect
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sizes were large. Participants have an increase in target refixations in the smaller set size, as well
as in the control condition. This may be significant with an increase in power.

Figure 14. Experiment 1: Target Refixation Rate
Target refixation rate as a function of set size and condition, error bars are standard error of the
mean.

Minimum Target Fixation Distance
An additional measure of the attentional window would be the minimum distance of the
participant’s fixations before responding to the target. The minimum target fixation distance as a
function of condition and set size are shown in Figure 15. There was no significant effect of set
size for minimum target fixation distance, F(1, 15) = 1.20, p = .290, partial η² = .074. There was
a main effect of condition for minimum target fixation distance, F(1, 15) = 8.81, p = .010,
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partial η² = .370. No significant interaction occurred between the set size and condition factors
for minimum target fixation distance, F(1, 15) = 0.04, p = .849, partial η² = .003. Participants
fixated closer to the target prior to responding in the control condition as compared to the dual
task. Once again, this finding was unexpected given previous research describing a reduction in
the attentional spotlight or inattention as a function of distraction (e.g., Gaspar et al., 2016;
Ringer et al., 2016; Strayer et al., 2003).

Figure 15. Experiment 1: Minimum Fixation Distance
Minimum fixation distance to the target rate as a function of set size and condition, error bars are
standard error of the mean.
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Search Time
The search time is a measure of the length of time before a participant fixated on the
target. Search time as a function of condition and set size are shown in Figure 16. There was a
significant effect of set size for search time, F(1, 15) = 18.57, p = .001, partial η² = .553. There
was no significant effect of condition for search time, F(1, 15) = 1.12, p = .307, partial η² =
.069. No significant interaction occurred between the set size and condition factors for search
time, F(1, 15) < 0.01, p = .972, partial η² = .000. Search time increased as a function of set size,
which was expected based on the predicted RT increase as the number of distractors increased. I
found no difference as a function of the dual task manipulation.

Figure 16. Experiment 1: Search Time
Search time as a function of set size and condition, error bars are standard error of the mean.
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Verification Time
Verification time is the counterpart to search time. Verification time is the amount of
time from the first fixation on the target to the button response. The verification time as a
function of condition and set size are shown in Figure 17. There was no significant effect of set
size for verification time, F(1, 15) = 0.49, p = .495, partial η² = .032. There was no significant
effect of condition for verification time, F(1, 15) = 0.78, p = .393, partial η² = .049. No
significant interaction occurred between the set size and condition factors for verification time,
F(1, 15) = 0.31, p = .586, partial η² = .020. Participants did not differ in their time to verify the
target’s orientation as a function of set size or condition.

Figure 17. Experiment 1: Verification Time
Verification time as a function of set size and condition, error bars are standard error of the
mean.
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Quadrant Based Search
Since the Google Glass display would predominately overlap with the upper right
quadrant of the search display, I assessed whether the dual task condition would have increased
fixations to that region. The quadrants were assigned names based on locations, see Figure 18.

Figure 18. Quadrant Layout
The division of the quadrants in the search display.

The average number of fixations as a function of condition, set size, and display quadrant
are shown in Figure 19. There was a significant effect of set size for number of fixations by
quadrant, F(1, 15) = 46.20, p < .001, partial η² = .755. There was no significant effect of
condition for number of fixations by quadrant, F(1, 15) = 0.34, p = .566, partial η² = .022. There
was a significant effect for the number of fixations by quadrant, F(3, 45) = 5.08, p = .004,
partial η² = .253. There were no significant interactions between set size and condition (F(1, 15)
= 0.202, p = .890, partial η² = .001), set size and quadrant (F(3, 45) = 1.22, p = .315, partial η² =
.075), condition and quadrant (F(3, 45) = 1.74, p = .173, partial η² = .104), or for the full
interaction term (F(3, 45) = 0.31, p = .819, partial η² = .020).
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The number of fixations increased as the set size increased, repeating the pattern
presented earlier that as set size increases, number of fixations increased. Participants did not
increase the number of fixations based on whether they were distracted or not. Surprisingly, the
effect of quadrant was driven by participants fixating less so in the lower right quadrant
compared to the upper left quadrant (p = .002), and only a moderately significant difference
between the lower left and lower right quadrants (p = .071). There was no significant differences
for fixations for the upper right quadrant compared to other quadrants (p’s > .05). Of all the
interactions, the lack of a relationship between condition and quadrant suggests that the Google
Glass did not result in an increase in fixations to the upper right quadrant.

Figure 19. Experiment 1: Fixation Count by Quadrant
Average fixation count by quadrant as a function of set size and condition, error bars are
standard error of the mean.
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The average RT by the target’s quadrant was submitted to the same ANOVA. The
average RT as a function of condition, set size, and display quadrant are shown in Figure 20.
There was an effect of set size for RT by target quadrant, F(1, 15) = 47.18, p < .001, partial η² =
.759. There was no significant effect of condition for RT by target quadrant, F(1, 15) = 3.64 p =
.076, partial η² = .076. There was no effect of quadrant for RT by target quadrant, F(3, 45) =
0.47, p = .707, partial η² = .030. There were no significant interactions between set size or
condition (F(1, 15) = 0.05, p = .824, partial η² = .003), set size and quadrant (F(3, 45) = 1.34, p
= .272, partial η² = .082), condition and quadrant (F(3, 45) = 0.17, p = .914, partial η² = .022),
or for the full interaction term (F(3, 45) = 1.43, p = .246, partial η² = .087). RT was not
dependent on which quadrant the target appeared.

Figure 20. Experiment 1: Average RT by Target Quadrant
Average RT by target quadrant as a function of set size and condition, error bars are standard
error of the mean.
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Concentration of Gaze
I predicted, based on previous literature (Gaspar et al., 2016; Ringer et al., 2016), that
under dual task conditions participants gaze would be constrained centrally. In order to do so,
participants’ density of fixations was computed. This is calculated utilizing Kernel Density
Estimation (see Equation 2) to determine the probability density function of fixations without
any assumption of the distribution of fixations, while utilizing a smoothing matrix for the normal
probability distribution which is akin to establishing the bin size in a histogram plot (Castet &
Crossland, 2012; Duong, 2007, 2018). The two densities chosen to represent distribution of
fixations were 68% and 95% to represent one and two standard deviations of the fixation sample,
as represented by isolines which represents the stability of fixations within a region by the
established density criteria (Castet & Crossland, 2012). Figure 21 and Figure 22 show the
fixation distributions for both the control and the dual task conditions. The x and y axis represent
the display resolution, which were standardized by dividing each range by 100.

𝑛

𝑓(x; H) = 𝑛−1 ∑ 𝐾𝐻 (χ − X𝑖 )
𝑖=1

(2.1)
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Figure 21. Experiment 1: Single Task Fixation Distribution
All fixations for the control condition in the search display for both set sizes.
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Figure 22. Experiment 1: Dual Task Fixation Distribution
All fixations for the dual task condition in the search display for both set sizes.

The average fixation density for set size and search conditions are in Figure 23Figure 23.
Experiment 1. Comparisons were only made for 68% since this represents the smaller of the two
estimated densities, which should better represent constriction of gaze. There was a significant
effect of set size for search density, F(1, 15) = 7.76, p = .014, partial η² = .341. There was no
effect of condition for search density, F(1, 15) = 0.65, p = .434, partial η² = .041. No significant
interaction occurred between the set size and condition factors for search density, F(1, 15) =
0.31, p = .586, partial η² = .020. Participants did not differ in their distribution of fixations as a
function of the distraction condition.
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Figure 23. Experiment 1: Average Fixation Density
Average fixation density as a function of set size and condition, error bars are standard error of
the mean.

Discussion
In Experiment 1, I evaluated the impact of a dual task paradigm on a basic visual search
task. I predicted either a delay in deployment of search processes or evidence of an
impairment/decay of visual processing. Two key findings from the oculomotor behavior are:
increased fixation duration and decreased fixations on the target during dual task conditions.
The increase in fixation duration supports the hypothesis of decay in visual processing. If
participants are experiencing interference in visual processing associated with distraction, I
would expect an increase in the visual sampling (fixation rate or duration). As such, I found that
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participants were fixating for longer in the dual task condition, which suggests there was an
increased processing time necessary prior to deploying the next saccade.
While the increased fixation duration during the dual task condition suggests an increase
in processing time associated with distraction, the reduced target fixation rate and increased
minimum target fixation distance suggests a broadening attentional spotlight. This contradicts
previous work (Gaspar et al., 2016; Ringer et al., 2016; Strayer et al., 2003), which suggests
interference should occur during distraction. Previous work, which has examined oculomotor
behavior during distraction, has relied on tasks that involve top-down prioritization (i.e., driving
tasks should result in central fixations due to instruments and potential collision threats). It’s
possible that the nature of the current task resulted in a broadening attentional spotlight due to
the secondary visual information, as the primary task has no constraints regarding spatial
prioritization.
While the current study evaluated visual distraction during search, there is a possible
limitation. Participants were exposed to the word onset simultaneously with the target display
onset. Previous work has demonstrated that masking the word onset does not reduce dual task
costs (Lewis & Neider, 2016), however this methodology relied on a visual noise mask.
Research has demonstrated that onsets which occur during a saccade will be suppressed in visual
processing (McCarley & Kramer, 2006; Wallis & Bülthoff, 2000). As such, in Experiment 2,
participants completed the same task except the Google Glass stimulus word was presented
during the initial saccade of the trial.
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CHAPTER THREE: EXPERIMENT 2
In my second experiment, I evaluated oculomotor behavior when the onset of secondary
information is suppressed during the initial saccade (velocity 30 deg/sec). The reason for
evaluating suppression is that the onset of visual information can capture attention (Chua, 2013;
Schreij, Owens, & Theeuwes, 2008). However, the onset of a change in the visual field that
occurs during a saccade will have suppressed visual processing, as visual processing does not
occur during eye movements (McCarley & Kramer, 2006; Wallis & Bülthoff, 2000). If the
differences are a result of an onset of secondary information simultaneous with the primary
information, I expected the differences between conditions to be mitigated in Experiment 2.
Contrary to this, I would expect Experiment 2 to show a similar pattern of behaviors to
Experiment 1 if the secondary information onset has nothing to do with the cost to visual
attention. Therefore, I will evaluate the same experimental procedure with the exception that the
secondary information onset occurred during the initial saccade.

Method
Participants
Eighteen undergraduate students from the University of Central Florida participated for
class credit. The participants were screened for normal or corrected-to-normal vision, using
Snellen charts and Ishihara plates.

Stimuli
The methods in Experiment 2 were identical to Experiment 1, except that the secondary
information onset during the first search saccade. The search display onset occurred after the
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fixation cross display. Once the participant made their first saccade, the secondary word
appeared on the heads-up display. The word was removed after 2 seconds (see Figure 24).

2 seconds

Saccade

Figure 24. Experiment 2 Trial Sequence
Example of the beginning of the trial sequence where during the first saccade, the secondary
word appears and disappears after 2 seconds of presentation.

Results
The analyses for Experiment 2 were identical to Experiment 1. The purpose of
Experiment 2 was to evaluate whether the suppressed onset of the secondary information would
still result in the RT cost and similar oculomotor changes from Google Glass as seen in
Experiment 1. I expected the results of Experiment 2 to be similar to my previous data;
presenting the word onset during the initial saccade will not change search behavior compared to
Experiment 1. Changes in behavior could be explained by the onset of the word in Experiment 1
capturing the participant’s attention. However, our previous work would suggest this is not the
case (Lewis & Neider, 2016).
The oculomotor measures evaluated in Experiment 2 were similar to Experiment 1,
except for the initial saccade latency. Since the word does not onset until the first saccade, I will
be evaluating the latency for the second saccade, which immediately follows the word onset.
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No participants who wore glasses were excluded due to low number of subjects able to be
recruited due to equipment difficulty. One participant was excluded to RT values exceeding three
times the standard deviation.

Errors
Errors as a function of set size of search stimuli and condition are shown in Figure 25.
Error rate did not significantly vary as a function of set size, F(1, 15) = 3.85, p = .069, partial η²
= .204. There was no effect of condition for errors, F(1, 15) = 0.06, p = .806, partial η² = .004.
No significant interaction occurred between the set size and condition factors, F(1, 15) = 0.81, p
= .383, partial η² = .383. Participants demonstrated no differences for set size or condition in
their response accuracy. However, the large effect size for set size and the interaction suggests
that with an increase in sample size there may be significant effects in accuracy.
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Figure 25. Experiment 2: Error Rate
Error rate as a function of set size and condition, error bars are standard error of the mean.

Response Times (RT)
RT as a function of set size of search stimuli and condition are shown in Figure 26. There
was an effect of set size for RT, F(1, 15) = 64.92, p < .001, partial η² = .812. There was no main
effect of condition on RT, F(1, 15) = 2.71, p = .121, partial η² = .153. No significant interaction
occurred between the set size and condition factors F(1, 15) = 0.78, p = .392, partial η² = .049.
Participants did not demonstrate the expected cost of the dual task condition compared to the
control condition in their RT.
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Figure 26. Experiment 2: Response Times
Response times as a function of set size and condition, error bars are standard error of the mean.

Recognition Performance
One participant was removed due to failure to complete the task. Participants were
significantly above chance in their recognition performance (M = 0.62, SD = 0.07), t(1, 14) =
6.64, p < .001. Despite a non-significant effect of condition on RT, there is evidence there was
processing for the secondary visual task.

Oculomotor Behavior
Fixation Rate
The total fixation rate (average number of fixations) as a function of condition and set
size are shown in Figure 27. There was an effect of set size for fixation rate, F(1, 15) = 31.40, p
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< .001, partial η² = .677. There was no main effect of condition for fixation rate, F(1, 15) = 0.19,
p = .670, partial η² = .012). No significant interaction occurred between the set size and
condition factors for fixation rate, F(1, 15) = 0.01, p = .936, partial η² = .000. Participants did
not increase the number of fixations in the dual task condition, but they did as set size increased.

Figure 27. Experiment 2: Average Fixation Rate
Average fixation rate as a function of set size and condition, error bars are standard error of the
mean.

Fixation Durations
The fixation duration (average duration of fixations), as a function of condition and set
size, are shown in Figure 28. There was an effect of set size for fixation durations, F(1, 15) =
32.69, p < .001, partial η² = .685. There was no significant main effect of condition for fixation
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durations, F(1, 15) = 0.77, p = .395, partial η² = .049. No significant interaction occurred
between the set size and condition factors for fixation durations, F(1, 15) = 2.69, p = .122,
partial η² = .152. Fixation durations did not significantly changed based on the condition, but
did increase as a function of set size.

Figure 28. Experiment 2: Fixation Durations
Fixation duration as a function of set size and condition, error bars are standard error of the
mean.

Initial Saccade Latency
See Figure 29 for initial saccade latency as a function of set size and condition. There
was no significant effect for set size for initial saccade latency, F(1, 15) = 0.48, p = .499, partial
η² = .031. There was a significant effect for condition for initial saccade latency, F(1, 15) =
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23.96, p < .001, partial η² = .615. There was no significant interaction between set size and
condition for initial saccade latency, F(1, 15) = 0.29, p = .598, partial η² = .019. Participants in
the dual task conditions had increased saccade latencies.

Figure 29. Experiment 2: Initial Saccade Latency
Initial saccade latency as a function of set size and condition, error bars are standard error of the
mean.

Scan Path Ratio
The scan path ratio as a function of condition and set size are shown in Figure 30. There
was no significant effect of set size for scan path ratio, F(1, 15) = 1.21, p = .288, partial η² =
.075. There was no significant effect of condition for scan path ratio, F(1, 15) = 0.72, p = .409,
partial η² = .046. No significant interaction occurred between the set size and condition factors
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for scan path ratio, F(1, 15) = 0.59, p = .451, partial η² = .038. The lack of an effect of condition
on scan path ratio was is expected given the no significant effect of condition for RT.

Figure 30. Experiment 2: Scan Path Ratio
Scan path ratio as a function of set size and condition, error bars are standard error of the mean.

Target Fixation Rate
The target fixation rate as a function of condition and set size are shown in Figure 31.
There was no effect of set size for target fixation rate, F(1, 15) = 1.11, p = .308, partial η² =
.069. There was a main effect of condition for target fixation rate, F(1, 15) = 5.09, p = .039,
partial η² = .253. No significant interaction occurred between the set size and condition factors
for target fixation rate, F(1, 15) = 0.55, p = .472, partial η² = .035. Again, participants in the
dual task condition fixated less so on the target.
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Figure 31. Experiment 2: Target Fixation Rate
Target fixation rate as a function of set size and condition, error bars are standard error of the
mean.

The target refixation rate (proportion of trials with a target refixation) as a function of
condition and set size are shown in Figure 32. There was no significant effect of set size for
target refixations, F(1, 15) = 1.46, p = .246, partial η² = .088. There was a no significant effect
of condition for target refixations, F(1, 15) = 4.28, p = .056, partial η² = .222. No significant
interaction occurred between the set size and condition factors for target refixations, F(1, 15) =
0.22, p = .645, partial η² = .015. There was no significant effect for target refixations for
condition, but there was a large effect size. While possibly underpowered, this non-significant
effect is similar to the target fixate rate in that dual task condition has a decrease in target
fixations or refixations.
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Figure 32. Experiment 2: Target Refixation Rate
Target refixation rate as a function of set size and condition, error bars are standard error of the
mean.

Minimum Target Fixation Distance
The minimum target fixation distance as a function of condition and set size are shown in
Figure 33. There was no significant effect of set size for minimum target fixation distance, F(1,
15) = 0.44, p = .837, partial η² = .003. There was no significant main effect of condition for
minimum target fixation distance, F(1, 15) = 1.57, p = .230, partial η² = .095. No significant
interaction occurred between the set size and condition factors for minimum target fixation
distance, F(1, 15) = 3.83, p = .069, partial η² = .203. Participants demonstrated no differences in
the minimum fixation distance to the target for set size or condition, reflecting the null results for
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target fixations. However, there was a large effect size for the interaction which suggests this
may be an issue of power.

Figure 33. Experiment 2: Minimum Fixation Distance
Minimum fixation distance to the target rate as a function of set size and condition, error bars are
standard error of the mean.

Search Time
Search time as a function of condition and set size are shown in Figure 34. There was an
effect of set size for search time, F(1, 15) = 11.70 p = .004, partial η² = .438. There was no
effect of condition for search time, F(1, 15) = 2.70, p = .121, partial η² = .153. No significant
interaction occurred between the set size and condition factors for search time, F(1, 15) = 0.76, p
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= .398, partial η² = .048. Participants had an increase in search time at the higher set size, but
there was no difference for condition. This reflects the patterns seen in RT.

Figure 34. Experiment 2: Search Time
Search time as a function of set size and condition, error bars are standard error of the mean.

Verification Time
The verification time as a function of condition and set size are shown in Error!
eference source not found.. There was no effect of set size for verification time, F(1, 15) =
0.30, p = .590, partial η² = .590). There was no effect of condition for verification time, F(1, 15)
= 0.19, p = .668, partial η² = .013. No significant interaction occurred between the set size and
condition factors for verification time, F(1, 15) = 0.00, p = .982, partial η² = .000. I found no
differences for either experimental variables for the verification time measure.
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Figure 35. Experiment 2: Verification Time
Verification time as a function of set size and condition, error bars are standard error of the
mean.

Quadrant Based Search
The average number of fixations as a function of condition, set size, and display quadrant
are shown in Figure 36. There was an effect of set size for number of fixations by quadrant, F(1,
15) = 24.50, p < .001, partial η² = .620. There was no significant effect of condition for number
of fixations by quadrant, F(1, 15) = 0.72, p = .411, partial η² = .046. There was a significant
effect of quadrant for number of fixations by quadrant, F(3, 45) = 5.13, p = .004, partial η² =
.255. There were no significant interactions between set size or condition (F(1, 15) = 0.23, p =
.636, partial η² = .015), set size and quadrant (F(3, 45) = 0.60, p = .038, partial η² = .619),
condition and quadrant (F(3, 45) = 0.90, p = .056, partial η² = .450), or for the full interaction
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term (F(3, 45) = 0.61, p = .610, partial η² = .039). The only significant difference for fixations
by quadrant was between the upper left and lower left (p = .023).

Figure 36. Experiment 2: Fixation Count by Quadrant
Average fixation count by quadrant as a function of set size and condition, error bars are
standard error of the mean.

Due to a lack of accurate responses in select conditions, two participants were not
included in this analysis. The average RT as a function of condition, set size, and display
quadrant are shown in Figure 37. There was an effect of set size for RT by target quadrant, F(1,
13) = 50.09, p < .001, partial η² = .794. There was no significant effect of condition for RT by
target quadrant, F(1, 13) = 1.64. p = .223, partial η² = .112. There was an effect of quadrant for
RT by target quadrant, F(3, 39) = 4.31 p = .010, partial η² = .249. None of the pairwise
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comparisons for quadrant for RT by target quadrant were significant (p > .05). There were no
significant interactions between set size or condition (F(1, 39) = 1.65, p = .221, partial η² =
.113), set size and quadrant (F(1, 39) = 1.32, p = .283, partial η² = .092), condition and quadrant
(F(1, 39) = 0.76, p = .524, partial η² = .055), or for the full interaction term (F(3, 39) = 0.78, p =
.524 partial η² = .057). What is surprising when evaluating Figure 37 is that participants took
longer to respond to targets on the bottom half of the visual field. This further supports a
prioritization of the left to right, top to bottom search strategy.

Figure 37. Experiment 2: Average RT by Target Quadrant
Average RT by target quadrant as a function of set size and condition, error bars are standard
error of the mean.
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Concentration of Gaze
Figure 38 and Figure 39 show the fixation distributions for both the control and the dual
task conditions. The average fixation density for set size and search conditions are in Figure 40.
There was a significant effect of set size for search density, F(1, 15) = 64.92, p < .001, partial η²
= .812. There was no effect of condition for search density, F(1, 15) = 2.71, p = .121, partial η²
= .153. No significant interaction occurred between the set size and condition factors for search
density, F(1, 15) = 0.77, p = .392, partial η² = .049. Participants demonstrated a constriction of
fixation dispersion at the higher set size. In considering the large effect size for condition (but a
null effect), there is some evidence that participants in the dual task condition tended to fixate
more towards the center. However, this study was underpowered compared to the rest of the
experiments in this research.
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Figure 38. Experiment 2: Single Task Fixation Distribution
All fixations for the control condition in the search display for both set sizes.
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Figure 39. Experiment 2: Dual Task Fixation Distribution
All fixations for the dual task condition in the search display for both set sizes.
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Figure 40. Experiment 2: Average Fixation Density
Average fixation density as a function of set size and condition, error bars are standard error of
the mean.

Discussion
In Experiment 2, I assessed whether masking the secondary visual information during a
saccade would change the oculomotor behavior. I predicted a similar pattern to Experiment 1,
demonstrating that changes in oculomotor behavior are a function of distraction and not a result
of onset. This is based on previous findings using the same paradigm (Lewis & Neider, 2016).
While there was no effect for condition on RT, evaluation of Figure 26 and taking note of
the sample size, evaluation of the oculomotor measures may still provide informative regarding
attention mechanisms during distraction. Akin to what was found in Experiment 1, participants
were less likely to directly fixate on the target in the dual task condition. Unlike Experiment 1,
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participants did not demonstrate a difference in their overall fixation duration. However, their
saccade latency after the word onset did increase. This measure was different in this experiment,
as the initial saccade latency was associated with after the word had onset (while this does not
represent the initial saccade latency of the search presentation, this was changed to evaluate the
latency after the word was presented). What is surprising about this measure is the lack of a
significant effect of set size, as previous work has found that increased number of distractors
results in a higher latency (Zelinsky, 2001). However, this measure was associated with the
saccade after the word onset, which may explain a lack of impact of set size. Additionally, the
number of distractors were high in these studies and there may be a logarithmic relationship
between latency and set size. As a result, these high set sizes may have minimal differences in
initial saccade latency, whereas previous research has utilized smaller set sizes and do
demonstrate a difference as a function of set size.
Alternatively, the lack of a significant effect of condition for RT may be a result of a
lack of attention capture for the Google Glass stimuli which is attributable for previously seen
costs (Lewis & Neider, 2016). To counter this argument, the search display onsets
simultaneously with the secondary visual information. It may be reasonable to assume that the
two onsets would result in minimal attention capture for the Google Glass display. The
significance of the initial saccade latency may be a result of the word not appearing
simultaneously with the target display, and participants now allocating attentional processing to
the new stimulus. Given the issues with equipment, future work should further assess the role of
capture during distraction.
In the previous experiments, the nature of the two visual tasks has resulted in some
occlusion of the primary task. There is the issue that the secondary information may be
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prioritized due to the secondary information overlapping with the search display. In Experiment
3, I aimed to evaluate whether the spatial relevance of the information impacted costs and search
behaviors.
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CHAPTER FOUR: EXPERIMENT 3
A critical assumption of the previous two experiments was the participant’s understood
the relevance of the secondary visual information. They were instructed that the words were
irrelevant to their task and, with experience in the task, it could be quickly ascertained that the
word has no bearing on the visual search task. Nevertheless, participants have repeatedly shown
that they cannot fully inhibit this secondary information even in this context (Lewis & Neider,
2016). Still, previous work does not distinguish whether participants foveate on the secondary
information. Glances away from a primary task result in performance costs (Lee, Lee, & Boyle,
2007). In the first two experiments, I expected to find an increase in fixations to the upper right
quadrant because the extra information is there and possibly occluding some of the search array.
Despite a lack of increased fixations, there may be covert attentional shifts to this region.
Participants may be prioritizing the upper right quadrant simply because of the irrelevant
information and due to the occlusion of visual information. In Experiment 3, I tested whether or
not the RT cost in the visual search task is a result of glances to distracting items when not
overlapping with a primary task. The search task never overlapped with secondary information,
thereby reducing the need to look in that location/quadrant.

Method
Participants
Twenty-three undergraduate students from the University of Central Florida participated
for class credit. The participants were screened for normal or corrected-to-normal vision, using
Snellen charts and Ishihara plates. Participants who wore glasses were excluded due to the issue
of occlusion of the secondary information on the Google Glass (N = 5 removed).
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Stimuli
Experiment 3 will follow the same method as Experiment 1. The secondary information
was presented at the onset of the search array presentation in the dual task condition. In order to
reduce prioritization of the secondary information, no stimuli (targets or distractors) were placed
in the top right quadrant. Since this may increase the clutter of the remaining items, the set size
was reduced by ~25% as well. (set sizes 38 and 60). The empty quadrant occurred in both the
single and the dual task conditions.

Results
If participants were looking at secondary information despite no search items being
present in the quadrant, then I expected particular oculomotor behaviors that indicate glances to
the heads-up display. Participants should have a significant increase in fixations to the empty
quadrant in the dual task compared to the single task, as they would be looking towards the word
and where no relevant search items exist. I also expected an increase in the overall number of
fixations, since participants should be glancing at the irrelevant word.
Regarding manual responses, if the previously seen costs were mitigated in this
manipulation, it would indicate that secondary visual information that is spatially separate from
the primary task will not induce costs. However, if the costs are maintained, the interpretation
depends on the oculomotor behavior previously discussed. If participants are fixating on the
word, it suggests that the cost is associated with glances to the irrelevant information.
Alternatively, if the fixation behavior is no different between the single and dual task, it indicates
that the cost is a result of processing visual information in the periphery. It is less likely the case
due to visual clutter, as the secondary word is presented in a blank quadrant. Any distraction
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costs would suggest that additional information that has any or no relevance will result in
distraction and can change oculomotor behavior independent of spatial location.

Errors
Errors as a function of set size of search stimuli and condition are shown in Figure 41.
Error rate did not significantly vary as a function of set size, F(1, 16) = 3.87, p = .067, partial η²
= .195. There was no effect of condition for errors, F(1, 16) = 0.02, p = .878, partial η² = .002.
No significant interaction occurred between the set size and condition factors, F(1, 16) = 0.02, p
= .878, partial η² = .002. Set size and condition did not significantly impact accuracy in this task.
However, set size has a large effect size. As such an increase in the sample size may show a
significant effect of set size, in which accuracy decreases as set size increases.
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Figure 41. Experiment 3: Error Rate
Error rate as a function of set size and condition, error bars are standard error of the mean.

Response Times (RT)
RT as a function of set size of search stimuli and condition are shown in Figure 42. There
was an effect of set size for RT, F(1, 16) = 85.30, p < .001, partial η² = .842. There was a main
effect of condition on RT, F(1, 16) = 7.52, p = .014, partial η² = .320. No significant interaction
occurred between the set size and condition factors F(1, 16) = 1.22, p = .287, partial η² = .071.
Participants had an increase in RT for the higher set size and for the dual task condition.
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Figure 42. Experiment 3: Response Times
Response times as a function of set size and condition, error bars are standard error of the mean.

Recognition Performance
Based on previous results, I predicted recognition performance to be above chance. One
participant was removed from this analysis due to non-response during the experiment.
Participants were able to recognize the previously seen words from new words in the recognition
task, suggesting there was processing for the distracting words (M = 0.60, SD = 0.14), t(1, 15) =
2.89, p = .011. This occurred in spite of the words never overlapping with the search task.

Oculomotor Behavior
Due to a computer error, one participant’s data for oculomotor behavior analyses was
removed.
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Fixation Rate
The number of fixations as a function of condition and set size are shown in Figure 43.
There was an effect of set size for fixation rate, F(1, 15) = 84.47, p < .001, partial η² = .849.
There was a no significant effect of condition for fixation rate, F(1, 15) = 2.38, p = .143, partial
η² = .137. No significant interaction occurred between the set size and condition factors for
fixation rate, F(1, 15) = 0.42, p = .526, partial η² = .027. The number of fixations increased as
the number of distractors increased, but not based on the condition.

Figure 43. Experiment 3: Average fixation rate
Average fixation rate as a function of set size and condition, error bars are standard error of the
mean.
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Fixation Durations
The fixation duration as a function of condition and set size are shown in Figure 44.
There was an effect of set size for fixation durations, F(1, 15) = 20.44, p < .001, partial η² =
.577. There was a significant main effect of condition for fixation durations, F(1, 15) = 4.99, p =
.041, partial η² = .250. No significant interaction occurred between the set size and condition
factors for fixation durations, F(1, 15) = 1.52, p = .237, partial η² = .092. The fixation durations
increased for both the number of distractors and the condition, similar to previous results.

Figure 44. Experiment 3: Fixation Durations
Fixation duration as a function of set size and condition, error bars are standard error of the
mean.
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Initial Saccade Latency
Initial saccade latency as a function of set size and condition can be seen in Figure 45.
There was no significant effect for set size for initial saccade latency, F(1, 15) = 0.04, p = .847,
partial η² = .003. There was a significant effect for condition for initial saccade latency, F(1, 15)
= 6.18, p = .025, partial η² = .292. There was no significant interaction between set size and
condition for initial saccade latency, F(1, 15) = 0.53, p = .377, partial η² = .034. Participants
demonstrated longer initial saccade latency in the dual task condition, but this was independent
of set size.

Figure 45. Experiment 3: Initial Saccade Latency
Initial saccade latency as a function of set size and condition, error bars are standard error of the
mean.
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Scan Path Ratio
The scan path ratio as a function of condition and set size are shown in Figure 46. There
was an effect of set size for scan path ratio, F(1, 15) = 45.35, p < .001, partial η² = .751. There
was no significant effect of condition for scan path ratio, F(1, 15) = 2.26, p = .152, partial η² =
.131. No significant interaction occurred between the set size and condition factors for scan path
ratio, F(1, 15) = 0.00, p = .980, partial η² = .000. Again, the lack of an effect of condition for
scan path ratio was surprising given an increase in RT. However, there was a large effect size for
condition regarding scan path ratio.

Figure 46. Experiment 3: Scan Path Ratio
Scan path ratio as a function of set size and condition, error bars are standard error of the mean.
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Target Fixation Rate
The target fixation rate as a function of condition and set size are shown in Figure 47.
There was no effect of set size for target fixation rate, F(1, 15) = 0.09, p = .772, partial η² =
.006. There was a no effect of condition for target fixation rate, F(1, 15) = 0.04, p = .846, partial
η² = .003. No significant interaction occurred between the set size and condition factors for target
fixation rate, F(1, 15) = 0.02, p = .905, partial η² = .001. Unlike the previous results, the target
fixation rate was not significantly lower for the dual task condition. This may be a result of the
reduction in set size. If the widening of the attentional spotlight interpretation is accurate,
possibly the removal of the occluding information did not require a change in processing of
foveated information.
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Figure 47. Experiment 3: Target Fixation Rate
Target fixation rate as a function of set size and condition, error bars are standard error of the
mean.

The target refixation rate (proportion of trials with a target refixation) as a function of
condition and set size are shown in Figure 48. There was no effect of set size for target
refixations, F(1, 15) = 0.00, p = .958, partial η² = .000. There was no significant effect of
condition for target refixations, F(1, 15) = 0.16, p = .695, partial η² = .011. No significant
interaction occurred between the set size and condition factors for target refixations, F(1, 15) =
1.43, p = .251, partial η² = .087. Neither the set size nor the condition resulted in any differences
for target refixations. This result would be expected given a lack of differences for the target
fixation measure.
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Figure 48. Experiment 3: Target Refixation Rate
Target refixation rate as a function of set size and condition, error bars are standard error of the
mean.

Minimum Target Fixation Distance
The minimum target fixation distance as a function of condition and set size are shown in
Figure 49. There was no effect of set size for minimum target fixation distance, F(1, 15) = 0.00,
p = .958, partial η² = .000. There was no significant effect of condition for minimum target
fixation distance, F(1, 15) = 0.16, p = .695, partial η² = .011. No significant interaction occurred
between the set size and condition factors for minimum target fixation distance, F(1, 15) = 1.43,
p = .251, partial η² = .087. The non-significant effects for minimum target fixation distance are
akin to the null effects for target fixations.
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Figure 49. Experiment 3: Minimum Fixation Distance
Minimum fixation distance to the target rate as a function of set size and condition, error bars are
standard error of the mean.

Search Time
Search time as a function of condition and set size are shown in Figure 50. There was an
effect of set size for search time, F(1, 15) = 18.50, p = .001, partial η² = .551. There was a
significant effect of condition for search time, F(1, 15) = 7.11, p = .018, partial η² = .312. No
significant interaction occurred between the set size and condition factors for search time, F(1,
15) = 0.13, p = .729, partial η² = .008. Search time increased as a function of set size, which was
expected based on predicted RT cost as the number of distractors increased. In this experiment, I
found that search time increased as a function of condition, which matches the RT patterns.
Participants in the dual task condition have an increased search time.
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Figure 50. Experiment 3: Search Time
Search time as a function of set size and condition, error bars are standard error of the mean.

Verification Time
The verification time as a function of condition and set size are shown in Figure 51.
There was no effect of set size for verification time, F(1, 15) = 0.01, p = .916, partial η² = .001.
There was a significant effect of condition for verification time, F(1, 15) = 11.21, p = .004,
partial η² = .428. No significant interaction occurred between the set size and condition factors
for verification time, F(1, 15) = 0.01, p = .912, partial η² = .001. Participants were faster in
verifying the target’s orientation in the dual task condition.
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Figure 51. Experiment 3: Verification Time
Verification time as a function of set size and condition, error bars are standard error of the
mean.

Quadrant Based Search
The main objective of this experiment was to assess whether the removal of the
overlapping upper right quadrant would impact participants search. I could verify that
participants significantly fixated on this quadrant less so, specifically as a function of condition.
The number of fixations as a function of condition, set size, and display quadrant are shown in
Figure 52. There was an effect of set size for number of fixations by quadrant, F(1, 15) = 54.55,
p < .001, partial η² = .784. There was a significant effect of condition for number of fixations by
quadrant, F(1, 15) = 9.00, p = .009, partial η² = .375. There was a significant effect of quadrant
for number of fixations by quadrant, F(3, 45) = 173.32, p < .001 , partial η² = .920. There were
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no significant interactions between set size or condition (F(1, 15) = 0.21, p = .652, partial η² =
.014). However, there were significant interactions for set size and quadrant (F(3, 45) = 40.29, p
= .001, partial η² = .729), as well as for condition and quadrant (F(3, 45) = 5.86, p = .002,
partial η² = .281). The 3-way interaction term was not significant (F(3, 45) = 0.15, p = .929,
partial η² = .010).

Figure 52. Experiment 3: Fixation Count by Quadrant
Average fixation count by quadrant as a function of set size and condition, error bars are
standard error of the mean.

Again, the number of fixations increased as the set size increased. Participants
demonstrated an increase in the number of fixations if they were distracted. A key comparison
was whether the dual task condition demonstrated an increase in fixations to the empty search
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upper right quadrant. Participants in the dual task conditions made more fixations to the quadrant
where Google Glass would overlap (p < .001).
The effect of quadrant was driven by participants having an increase in fixations to the
upper left quadrant, as well as a neglect of the empty upper right quadrant. Participants made
more fixations to the upper left quadrant more so than the lower left quadrant (p = .001) or lower
right quadrant (p = .033). All quadrants had significantly increased fixations compared to the
upper right quadrant (upper left 1, p < .001; lower left, p < .001; lower right, p < .001).
Of the significant interactions, set size and quadrant represents participants had a
significant increase in fixations as a function of larger set sizes for all quadrants (p’s < .001),
including for the upper right quadrant (p = .015). A visual inspection of Figure 52, it’s clear the
differences in fixations between set sizes are dramatically different for the upper right quadrant
(10.88 fixations) as compared to the other three quadrants (170.51 fixations). This is not
surprising given that fixations to this blank quadrant should be minimally impacted by an
increased set size in other quadrants. As well for condition and quadrant, the previously
described differences of fixations to quadrant changed as a function of the condition. While
upper left and upper right quadrants saw an increase in fixations for dual task, lower left and
lower right quadrants demonstrated a decrease in the number of fixations. In looking at the
simple effects for this interaction, participants changed their number of fixations as a function of
condition for the upper left quadrant (p = .001) and the upper right quadrant (p = .006), but there
was no difference for the lower left (p = .310) or the lower right (p = .475).
The average RT as a function of condition, set size, and target display quadrant are
shown in Figure 53. Only the upper left, lower right, and lower left quadrants were included in
this analysis due to no target or stimuli appearing in the upper right quadrant. There was an effect
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of set size for RT by target quadrant, F(1, 15) = 100.60, p < .001, partial η² = .870. There was a
significant effect of condition for RT by target quadrant, F(1, 15) = 6.90 p = .019, partial η² =
.315. There was no effect of quadrant for RT by target quadrant, F(2, 30) = 0.05, p = .948,
partial η² = .004. The only significant interaction was for set size and quadrant, F(2, 30) = 8.01,
p = .002, partial η² = .348. There were no significant interactions between set size or condition
(F(1, 15) = 0.97, p = .341, partial η² = .060), condition and quadrant (F(2, 30) = 0.82, p = .452,
partial η² = .052), or for the full interaction term (F(2, 30) = 0.13, p = .882, partial η² = .008).
The effect for set size is expected, again the lack of an impact of quadrant for RT given the
immediately previous analysis for fixation count suggests participants’ lack of fixations did not
impact their RTs. The simple effects for the interaction between set size and quadrant were not
significant for all comparisons for set size in each quadrant (p < .001).
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Figure 53. Experiment 3: Average RT by Target Quadrant
Average RT by target quadrant as a function of set size and condition, error bars are standard
error of the mean.

Concentration of Gaze
The distribution of fixation density for set size and search conditions are in Figure 54 and
Figure 55. The average fixation density for set size and search conditions are in Figure 56Figure
56. There was no significant effect of set size for search density, F(1, 15) = 4.01, p = .064,
partial η² = .211. There was no effect of condition for search density, F(1, 15) = 0.05, p = .820,
partial η² = .004. No significant interaction occurred between the set size and condition factors
for search density, F(1, 15) = 0.03, p = .858, partial η² = .002. Participants did not differ in their
disbursement of fixations by any of the experimental conditions. Given the non-significant effect
of set size, but a large effect size, I can speculate that with an increase in power may result in a
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significant effect for set size in the concentration of fixations. This would be represented by an
increase in fixation dispersion at the higher set size and may be due to the occluding information
being fixated.

Figure 54. Experiment 3: Single Task Fixation Distribution
All fixations for the control condition in the search display for both set sizes.
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Figure 55. Experiment 3: Dual Task Fixation Distribution
All fixations for the dual task condition in the search display for both set sizes.
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Figure 56. Experiment 3: Average Fixation Density
Average fixation density as a function of set size and condition, error bars are standard error of
the mean.

Discussion
In Experiment 3, I explored whether reducing the visual clutter between the two tasks
would change the costs seen in previous experiments. By removing the stimuli which overlapped
with the Google Glass, I expected to find either the elimination of distraction costs if the
previously seen effects were a result of overlapping visual information. Alternatively, if the
results were similar to previous experiments, then this would suggest that distraction occurred
despite being spatially irrelevant and not occluding the primary task. I found evidence for the
latter. Participants were slower to find the target in the dual task condition. This finding
replicates what I found in Experiment 1 and in previous work (Lewis & Neider, 2016).
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Regarding oculomotor behavior, a similar pattern was found in that participant fixation
durations increased as a function of being distracted, but the number of fixations did not
increase. This can be interpreted as participants needing to increase the processing time at each
fixation under the dual task condition. Surprisingly, participants also had an increase in initial
saccade latency. This replicated an effect seen in Experiment 2, but not Experiment 1. It is
unclear as to why this occurred for Experiment 2 and 3 exclusively. Possibly, participants
delayed the initiation of search process as there were fewer items and areas to search in
Experiment 3.
This null effect of condition for the target fixation rate is interesting in respect to previous
results. In Experiment 1 and 2, I found evidence for a widening of an attentional window due to a
reduction in the fixations to the target for the dual task condition. However, in Experiment 3
there was no such effect.
Not surprisingly, I found a difference for fixations by quadrant. Participants did not need
to fixate on the upper right quadrant and therefore did not. However, in post-hoc analyses,
participants did have a significant increase in the fixations to the empty quadrant in the dual task
condition. In looking at Figure 52 at this effect, participants are still barely looking at this
quadrant. Due to the significant increase in RT and minimal fixations to this quadrant,
participants are making minimal fixations to the secondary visual stimulus. Additionally, there
were no significant differences in the distribution of fixations between the conditions. This
suggests that processing of the word was possibly completed peripherally. This would further
support the interpretation that the secondary visual stream results in a widening of the attentional
spotlight, in that fixation was not required to process the word.
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CHAPTER FIVE: EXPERIMENT 4
Are performance costs and changes in oculomotor behavior affected when the secondary
and primary tasks are presented in different modalities? In the previous experiments, the
secondary task has been visual. When two tasks share the visual processing system, I can predict
a performance decrement because they utilize the same perceptual processes (Wickens, 2008).
When the information is presented in a separate sensory modality, there is often a reduction in
performance costs, such as response errors and times (Wickens, 2008); but how will this be
reflected in eye movements? Alternatively, previous research has found that secondary auditory
information also disrupted peripheral discrimination performance equally across the visual field
(Gaspar et al., 2016). In my final experiment, I shifted the secondary information into the
auditory modality and evaluated whether or not behavioral patterns are similar to the patterns
that occur when the secondary information is visual. If the changes in search are similar, this
suggests that search behavior is altered by a central mechanism, rather than by competing visual
processes.
Based on related, unpublished data that I have collected, I expected to see a cost of the
auditory word being presented, but I also expect that the cost would not be as large as seen in the
previous experiments. The main question was not whether or not costs will occur, but rather
what will occur in the gaze behaviors underlying response differences.
As I expected similar patterns of costs, but a reduction in costs overall, some change
should be reflected in the differences in search behavior. The previously seen changes may be in
any of my measures for oculomotor behavior: number of fixations, fixation duration, initial
saccade latency, search efficiency, target fixations, target refixations, search time, verification
time, fixation density, and fixation location. Given that previous experiments demonstrated
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minimal prioritization of fixation to the overlapping quadrant, I expected no such difference in
the numbers of fixations in this experiment due to auditory presentation. I would still expect to
see differences in fixation durations, as the simultaneous processing of the heard word will affect
search deployment. Search inefficiency differences would still be significant, as this metric is
related to the associated cost of distraction during search. Fixations and refixations should match
the pattern in previous experiments. It will also be worthwhile to evaluate whether fixation
density will still be centralized compared to the single task condition. The underlying mechanism
that results in restricted gaze may not be influenced by distraction presented in a separate
modality.

Method
Participants
Twenty-two undergraduate students from the University of Central Florida participated
for class credit. The participants were screened for normal or corrected-to-normal vision, using
Snellen charts and Ishihara plates. Participants who wore glasses were not excluded as the nature
of the secondary information on the Google Glass was now verbal.

Stimuli
As in the previous experiments, participants searched for the target “T” among distractor
“L”’s. The secondary information was presented auditorily utilizing the previously used headsup display. The device played the word when the visual search display onset. Otherwise, the
methods and the visual search task was identical to Experiment 1.
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Results
Errors
Errors as a function of set size of search stimuli and condition are shown in Figure 57.
Error rate significantly varied as a function of set size, F(1, 21) = 12.58, p = .002, partial η² =
.375. There was no effect of condition for errors, F(1, 21) = 0.06, p = .806, partial η² = .003. No
significant interaction occurred between the set size and condition factors, F(1, 21) = 0.09, p =
.765, partial η² = .004. Participants made more errors at the higher set size, but there was no
impact of condition on their accuracy.

Figure 57. Experiment 4: Error Rate
Error rate as a function of set size and condition, error bars are standard error of the mean.
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Response Times (RT)
RT as a function of set size of search stimuli and condition are shown in Figure 58. There
was an effect of set size for RT, F(1, 21) = 97.01, p < .001, partial η² = .822. There was no
effect of condition on RT, F(1, 21) = 0.41, p = .529, partial η² = .019. No significant interaction
occurred between the set size and condition factors for RT F(1, 21) = 1.27, p = .272, partial η² =
.057. Participants took longer to respond at the higher set size, but this did not significantly vary
as a function of condition.

Figure 58. Experiment 4: Response Times
Response times as a function of set size and condition, error bars are standard error of the mean.
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Recognition Performance
One participant was removed from this analysis due to non-response during this portion
of the experiment. Participants were able to recognize the previously seen words from new
words in the recognition task, suggesting there was processing for the distracting words (M =
0.61, SD = 0.12), t(1, 20) = 3.99, p = .001. Despite no significance for condition for RT,
participants showed evidence for processing the verbal secondary stream.

Oculomotor Behavior
Due to a computer error, one participant’s data for oculomotor behavior was removed
from the following analyses.

Fixation Rate
The fixation rate as a function of condition and set size are shown in Figure 59. There
was an effect of set size for fixation rate, F(1, 20) = 79.37, p < .001, partial η² = .799. There was
a no significant effect of condition for fixation rate, F(1, 20) = 0.57, p = .458, partial η² = .028.
No significant interaction occurred between the set size and condition factors for fixation rate,
F(1, 20) = 3.03, p = .097, partial η² = .131. Participants did not vary by either experimental
condition if they fixated on the target. The non-significant interaction between set size and
condition while still exhibiting a large effect size, may suggest an influence of these factors in
the number of fixations in an environment during distraction. However, this study had the largest
sample size of the four experiments and may not have suffered from power limitations as seen
previously.
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Figure 59. Experiment 4: Average fixation rate
Average fixation rate as a function of set size and condition, error bars are standard error of the
mean.

Fixation Durations
The fixation duration as a function of condition and set size are shown in Figure 60.
There was an effect of set size for fixation durations, F(1, 20) = 37.25, p < .001, partial η² =
.651. There was a main effect of condition for fixation durations, F(1, 20) = 5.87, p = .025,
partial η² = .227. No significant interaction occurred between the set size and condition factors
for fixation durations, F(1, 20) = 0.88, p = .359, partial η² = .042. Despite the change in
information modality, participants demonstrated longer fixation durations in the dual task
condition.
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Figure 60. Experiment 4: Fixation Durations
Fixation duration as a function of set size and condition, error bars are standard error of the
mean.

Initial Saccade Latency
For initial saccade latency as a function of set size and condition, see Figure 61. There
was no significant effect for set size for initial saccade latency, F(1, 16) = 0.01, p = .927, partial
η² = .000. There was no significant effect for condition for initial saccade latency, F(1, 16) =
1.33, p = .263, partial η² = .062. There was no significant interaction between set size and
condition for initial saccade latency, F(1, 16) = 0.47, p = .502, partial η² = .023. There were no
differences for the experimental conditions for initial saccade latency.
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Figure 61. Experiment 4: Initial Saccade Latency
Initial saccade latency as a function of set size and condition, error bars are standard error of the
mean.

Scan Path Ratio
The scan path ratio as a function of condition and set size are shown in Figure 62. There
was an effect of set size for scan path ratio, F(1, 20) = 55.79, p < .001, partial η² = .736. There
was no significant effect of condition for scan path ratio, F(1, 20) = 0.14, p = .716, partial η² =
.007. No significant interaction occurred between the set size and condition factors for scan path
ratio, F(1, 20) = 0.22, p = .644, partial η² = .011. Given that there was no difference for
condition for RT, the null results for scan path ratio was expected.
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Figure 62. Experiment 4: Scan Path Ratio
Scan path ratio as a function of set size and condition, error bars are standard error of the mean.

Target Fixation Rate
The target fixation rate as a function of condition and set size are shown in Figure 63.
There was no effect of set size for target fixation rate, F(1, 20) = 1.86, p = .188, partial η² =
.085. There was no effect of condition for target fixation rate, F(1, 20) = 0.71, p = .410, partial
η² = .034. No significant interaction occurred between the set size and condition factors for target
fixation rate, F(1, 20) = 0.71, p = .411, partial η² = .034. Participants did not proportionally
fixate on targets more or less so as function of set size or condition.
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Figure 63. Experiment 4: Target Fixation Rate
Target fixation rate as a function of set size and condition, error bars are standard error of the
mean.

Regarding, the target refixation rate (proportion of trials with a target refixation) as a
function of condition and set size are shown in Figure 64. There was an effect of set size for
target refixations, F(1, 20) = 5.81, p = .026, partial η² = .225. There was a significant effect of
condition for target refixations, F(1, 20) = 6.17, p = .022, partial η² = .236. Additionally, there
was a significant interaction occurred between the set size and condition factors for target
refixations, F(1, 20) = 4.37, p = .050, partial η² = .179. Participants demonstrated a difference in
target refixations at the lower set size (i.e., the control trials had an increased target refixation as
compared to the dual task trials) (p = .002), but there was no difference at the higher set size (p =
.235).
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Figure 64. Experiment 4: Target Refixation Rate
Target refixation rate as a function of set size and condition, error bars are standard error of the
mean.

Minimum Target Fixation Distance
The minimum target fixation distance as a function of condition and set size are shown in
Figure 65. There was an effect of set size for minimum target fixation distance, F(1, 20) = 5.44,
p = .030, partial η² = .214. There was no main effect of condition for minimum target fixation
distance, F(1, 20) = 0.06, p = .817, partial η² = .003. No significant interaction occurred between
the set size and condition factors for minimum target fixation distance, F(1, 20) = 0.02, p = .886,
partial η² = .001. The minimum target fixation differences null effects for set size and condition
again reflect participants did not vary in their target fixation rates for either experimental
variable.
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Figure 65. Experiment 4: Minimum Fixation Distance
Minimum fixation distance to the target rate as a function of set size and condition, error bars are
standard error of the mean.

Search Time
Search time as a function of condition and set size are shown in Figure 66. There was an
effect of set size for search time, F(1, 20) = 9.66, p = .006, partial η² = .326. There was no effect
of condition for search time, F(1, 20) = 3.44, p = .658, partial η² = .010. No significant
interaction occurred between the set size and condition factors for search time, F(1, 20) = 3.44, p
= .079, partial η² = .147. As seen previously, search time increased as a function of set size and
there was no difference for condition. The interaction, while not significant, demonstrated a large
effect size. However, participants were not likely to fixate on a target, therefore limiting the
generalizability of this measure.
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Figure 66. Experiment 4: Search Time
Search time as a function of set size and condition, error bars are standard error of the mean.

Verification Time
The verification time as a function of condition and set size are shown in Figure 67.
There was no effect of set size for verification time, F(1, 20) = 0.18, p = .678, partial η² = .009.
There was no effect of condition for verification time, F(1, 20) = 2.63, p = .120, partial η² =
.116. No significant interaction occurred between the set size and condition factors for
verification time, F(1, 20) = 0.03, p = .865, partial η² = .001. Participants did not differ in their
time to verify the target’s orientation as a function of set size or condition. However, condition
has a large effect size, and it seems possibly participants had a decrease in their verification
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times for the dual task condition. Again, this study had more participants than the other three
experiments, so power is less likely an issue.

Figure 67. Experiment 4: Verification Time
Verification time as a function of set size and condition, error bars are standard error of the
mean.

Quadrant Based Search
The average number of fixations as a function of condition, set size, and display quadrant
are shown in Figure 68. There was an effect of set size for number of fixations by quadrant, F(1,
20) = 62.45, p < .001, partial η² = .757. There was no significant effect of condition for number
of fixations by quadrant, F(1, 20) = 0.49, p = .491, partial η² = .024. There was a significant
effect of quadrant for number of fixations by quadrant, F(3, 60) = 12.77, p < .001, partial η² =
.390. There were no significant interactions between set size or condition (F(1, 20) = 2.32, p =
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.143, partial η² = .104), set size and quadrant (F(3, 60) = 1.75, p = .167, partial η² = .080),
condition and quadrant (F(3, 60) = 0.59, p = .623, partial η² = .029), or for the full interaction
term (F(3, 60) = 0.19, p = .904, partial η² = .009). As seen previously, participants increased
their number of fixations when set size increased, but now the dual task condition didn’t impact
the number of fixations or where they fixated. These results are not surprising given the change
in sensory modality. The upper left quadrant was prioritized in both conditions compared to the
upper right quadrant (p < .001), lower left quadrant (p < .001), lower right quadrant (p = .020).

Figure 68. Experiment 4: Fixation Count by Quadrant
Average fixation count by quadrant as a function of set size and condition, error bars are
standard error of the mean.
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The average RT as a function of condition, set size, and display quadrant are shown in
Figure 69. There was an effect of set size for RT by target quadrant, F(1, 20) = 86.38, p < .001,
partial η² = .812. There was no significant effect of condition for RT by target quadrant, F(1, 20)
= 1.87, p = .187, partial η² = .085. There was no effect of quadrant for RT by target quadrant,
F(3, 60) = 1.38, p = .258, partial η² = .065. There were no significant interactions between set
size or condition (F(1, 20) = 0.13, p = .723, partial η² = .006), set size and quadrant (F(3, 60) =
0.83, p = .481, partial η² = .040), condition and quadrant (F(3, 60) = .719, p = .544, partial η² =
.035), or for the full interaction term (F(3, 60) = 1.14, p = .341, partial η² = .054). The target’s
location or the condition didn’t impact RT, which is not surprising given the null effects in RT.
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Figure 69. Experiment 4: Average RT by Target Quadrant
Average RT by target quadrant as a function of set size and condition, error bars are standard
error of the mean.

Concentration of Gaze
The distribution of fixation density for set size and search conditions are in Figure
70Figure 70 and Figure 72. The average fixation density for set size and search conditions are in
Figure 71. There was a significant effect of set size for search density, F(1, 20) = 10.05, p =
.005, partial η² = .334. There was no effect of condition for search density, F(1, 20) = 0.94, p =
.344, partial η² = .045. No significant interaction occurred between the set size and condition
factors for search density, F(1, 20) = 1.44, p = .244, partial η² = .067. Participants had a
constriction to the center of the display for the lower set size, but did not differ as a function of
condition.
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Figure 70. Experiment 4: Single Task Fixation Distribution
All fixations for the control condition in the search display for both set sizes.
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Figure 71. Experiment 4: Dual Task Fixation Distribution
All fixations for the dual task condition in the search display for both set sizes.
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Figure 72. Experiment 4: Average Fixation Density
Average fixation density as a function of set size and condition, error bars are standard error of
the mean.

Discussion
By shifting the sensory modality of the primary task, I found that the RT costs were
mitigated. This suggests some independence in the mechanisms of processing the two
information streams (Wickens, 2008). While I predicted this possibility, the evaluation of the
oculomotor behaviors was still informative regarding the other patterns seen in the previous
experiments. The only significant oculomotor measure for the condition was fixation durations.
This was also the case in the other two experiments which demonstrated an RT cost. What is
interesting is this measure of visual attention was significant based on condition despite no
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significant RT cost. This change in oculomotor behavior may be a compensatory effort to
mitigate distraction from the secondary information.
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CHAPTER SIX: GENERAL DISCUSSION
The cost of attempting to complete a task while distracted has long been established. The
metric often utilized is a delay in response or an increase in errors made in a task, but this does
not necessarily tell us the entire story of why, or at what level of processing, interference occurs.
Researchers have suggested inattention and a narrowing of the search window are consequences
of distraction (Gaspar et al., 2016; McCarley et al., 2004; Strayer & Drews, 2007). These
concepts are typically tested in driving scenarios, which may result in confounds regarding
prioritization of certain regions for fixation during distraction. As such, I aimed to evaluate the
consequences of secondary information in regards to visual behavior and performance. Overall, I
found that a secondary word presented visually on a heads up display increased response time.
In Experiment 1, I evaluated oculomotor behavior in a dual task paradigm that has
already been shown to induce performance costs (Lewis & Neider, 2016). The use of simple
stimuli and a visual search task allowed for a more straightforward interpretation of what
changes in our search behavior when humans are distracted, as opposed to driving tasks (Gaspar
et al., 2016; Ringer et al., 2016; Strayer et al., 2003). Search processes underlie many of the basic
functions of everyday life, and this task should reduce possible alternative influences beyond
multitasking to explain search behavior changes (i.e., looking centrally when driving to avoid
collision). I found that participants had an increase in fixation durations while having no
significant increase in the number of fixations. This suggests that while distracted, participants
took longer to assess fixated information or deploy saccades. Such behavior may represent decay
in visual processing at fixation requiring longer fixations to process visual information.
However, I found that participants had fewer target fixations during distracted visual search in
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comparison to the control. Such a result is surprising given that increased cognitive workload can
reduce peripheral fidelity (Ball et al., 1988).
Experiment 2 aimed to verify that the associated costs and search behavior are not a
result of attention capture by masking the word onset during the first saccade. While previous
work has touched on this possibility (Lewis & Neider, 2016), the procedure did not include eye
tracking and the current methodology attempted to provide a superior mean.s for attenuating
stimulus onset so as to minimize the likelihood of attention capture. The word was presented
during the first saccade in attempts to suppress any capture of the secondary visual stimulus.
While the lack of a significant effect for RT may be a result of the paradigm inducing attentional
capture or power, I can still evaluate the oculomotor measures. Participants in the dual task
condition were less likely to fixate on the target, again suggesting a widening of the attentional
window. However, there was no effect of fixation duration as seen in the other three
experiments. Interestingly, there was an increase in the fixation duration for the first fixation
(initial saccade latency). Arguably, the target display occurring simultaneously with the
secondary visual stimulus masked the capture effects of the Google Glass. As such, possibly in
Experiment 3 the initial saccade latency represents processing of the novel stimulus after the
initial saccade has completed. What is surprising is that there was no effect of set size for the
initial saccade latency measures given that previous work has found that increasing set size
results in increased latency (Zelinsky, 2001). Due to the high number of objects, it is surprising
that the initial saccade latency was not higher, or had an effect for set size. In regards to issues in
Experiment 2, despite the manipulation to suppress the word onset during a saccade (McCarley
& Kramer, 2006; Wallis & Bülthoff, 2000), this may have caused participants to delay the
subsequent saccade due to the increased visual information. As there was no or minimal
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evidence for changes in RT, fixations to that region, or search efficiency, it is doubtful there was
attentional capture in this experiment.
In Experiment 3, the area in which the secondary information would overlap with the
primary search task was removed. If participants exhibited a cost due to occlusion of search
items, then the response times in the dual task condition should match that of the single task once
there is no visual occlusion. However, if the costs remain as seen in previous experiments, then
participants must be attending to the spatially irrelevant information as the secondary
information occurs in a region where no search items are presented.
In Experiment 4, the secondary information was presented auditorily. By doing so, this
determines whether the differences in eye movements were a result of presenting two visual
stimuli or are a result of a potential shared resource between the tasks. As predicted, I found no
cost for a secondary information stream when the sensory modality was switched. The word,
presented auditorily through the Google Glass, did not result in a RT cost. In considering the
oculomotor behaviors, the only effect I was able to replicate was the increase in fixation
duration. The fixation duration may have increased, but not enough to result in a response cost.
Additionally, I did not find the previous effect of decreased target fixations during the dual task
condition. Again, this supports the interpretation that a secondary visual stimulus increased the
attentional spotlight due to peripheral visual processing. This suggests that that the secondary
information which was no longer presented in the visual periphery, and therefore no longer
impacting the visual attentional spotlight did not result in a widening of the attentional spotlight.
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Oculomotor Behavior
In considering the observed oculomotor behavior, generally these patterns of do not fit
neatly within either the decay or delay hypotheses. However, I almost consistently found that
during the dual task condition, participants had longer fixation durations. This supports the
hypothesis that distraction results in decay of processing information at fixation. Participants
needed to fixate for longer when they were distracted to successfully complete the visual search
task. This occasionally occurred for the initial saccade latency. These findings suggest that
distraction delays or impairs the processing of information at fixation, and as a result increases
the time needed to process stimuli at a fixation.
A finding from the first two experiments which was not expected was the decrease in
target fixations for dual task conditions. This result, paired with the Experiment 1 control
condition demonstrating significantly closer fixation distance to the target, suggests participants
have a widening of an attentional spotlight in the dual task condition. Considering repeated
evidence that participants are attending to the word as suggested by the above chance recognition
performance, alongside evidence participants are not fixating to the secondary visual
information, this would indicate the processing is occurring peripherally. This goes against
previous work which has suggested a loss of fidelity at fixation (Strayer et al., 2003) or
general/peripheral interference of visual processing during distraction (Gaspar et al., 2016;
Ringer et al., 2016). In consideration of other work utilizing auditory distractors, there has been
some evidence for facilitation of an irrelevant secondary stimulus (SanMiguel, Linden, & Escera,
2010). Possibly the irrelevant word facilitated visual processing at fixation, but at an associated
cost of increasing fixation durations. This increase in fixation durations resulted in the RT costs.
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The lack of a difference in the fixation density was surprising given that previous work
has found a centralization of gaze during distraction (Cooper et al., 2013; He, Becic, E. Lee &
McCarley, 2011; Recarte & Nunes, 2000). Previous research has relied on driving tasks which
would result in top down prioritization of central gaze due to possible threats. As such, this
research indicates the constriction of gaze may not occur in general scanning independent of any
task demands. The implications of this research are that deploying attention when distracted may
be reliant on a contextual strategy, particularly during driving.

Limitations
A key aspect of this research is that the paradigm utilized only represents a portion of the
cognitive processes required to multitask in the real world. Search only represents one function
within the SPIDER model (Strayer & Fisher, 2015). A visual search task is one of two paradigms
utilized to assess inattention, as change detection would allow for assessments of working
memory of the scene (Rensink, 2000). As such, this research aimed to evaluate the underlying
assumptions of visual inattention during visual distraction situations within the confines of basic
visual attention constructs. Future work should aim to extrapolate these questions to other
aspects and paradigms of attention.
The methods presented here were of low fidelity and minimal complexity for both visual
tasks. Real world interactions require scene processing, threat detection, and system
management. The secondary distraction was a single word, which ideally represents a
technological distraction. Further exploration should assess systematically whether these
oculomotor measures consistently demonstrate costs in a similar manner across stimulus
difficulties (scene or stimuli complexity) and paradigms (search or change detection).
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Future work should assess the following: (1) attention capture during distraction, (2)
constriction of gaze regarding top down visual search demands, and (3) fixation durations as a
function of distraction. (1) While the results of Experiment 2 suggest that presenting the word
during the initial saccade suppressed processing of the secondary information, previous results
suggest otherwise (Lewis & Neider, 2016). Further work should evaluate whether secondary
visual information independent of capture can still induce a cost. (2) The nature of the primary
task in this work did not have any prioritization for stimuli location. However, previous work
concluding that distraction results in a constriction of gaze has relief on tasks which may
encourage central fixation. Future work should manipulate the attentional prioritization of central
versus peripheral fixations during distraction to assess the independence of this assumption
regarding attention during distraction. (3) While participants were consistent in their increase in
fixation durations during the dual task condition, there are two primary concerns: participants did
not have an increase in Experiment 2 where secondary stimuli onset during the initial saccade
and there was a fixation duration increase for Experiment 4 when no RT difference was found.
Regarding the former, this insignificant finding can be attributed to the subject recruitment
issues. However, the significant fixation duration in Experiment 4 despite a lack of an RT cost is
troubling. It may be possible that in Experiment 4 the increase in fixation durations was not
substantial enough to induce an RT cost.

Conclusion
Overall, I demonstrated that distraction resulted in changes in oculomotor behavior for a
visual search task. Specifically, participants tended to increase the duration of their fixations
(evidence occasionally for an increase in the initial fixation duration). Additionally, participants
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when distracted are less likely to fixate on the target during distracted search conditions. As
such, these findings suggest that visual distraction results in a delay in procession in visual
information, as well as a widening of the attentional spotlight.
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APPENDIX: APPROVAL LETTER
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